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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI A. G. 
KULKARNI): Mr. Gupta, I know that the 
Government has   .   .   . 

 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I know the 
Government. This is an insult not only to an 
individual, a respected individual, but to us 
all. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI A. G. 
KULKARNI):   Shri Rabi Ray. 

MOTION OF THANKS ON THE 
PRESIDENT'S     ADORES S-JContd. 

"A healthy and functioning par-
liamentary democracy proceeds according 
to well laid down rules of the game." 

"If the Press is really to be free, then it 
can't be partisan", said Mr. Vasant Sathe, 
within hours of acsuming office as minister 
for information and broadcasting. Does he 
imply that if the Press becomes 
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" 
partisan" in the eyes of the government, its 
freedom will be liable to be curtailed? One 
must hope not. But if the first task of a 
minister who holds that portfolio in a gov-
ernment headed by a Prime Minister, who 
not very iong ago imposed sensorship on the 
Press, should be to reassure that press, Mr. 
Sathe's observations can only have the 
opposite effect. Doubtless, Mr. Sathe cate-
gorically stated, "there is no question of 
imposing censorship on the Press. Indeed,, 
you can sensor the word 'censor'. This is 
most reassuring. Unfortunately, he 
proceeded to dilate on the theme of 
restoring "objectivity" to the media in a 
manner which cannot but cause disquiet." 

 
"The Government is also examining the 

future of several officers who have been 
under cloud with Mrs. Gandhi returning to 
power. Among these are Mr. p. R. 
Rajagopal, Director General CRPF, Mr. 
Mantosh Sondhi, Steel and Mines Secretary, 
Mr. T. C. A. Srinivasavaradan, Home 
Secretary, Mr. K. N. Prasad,. Additional 
Home Secretary, and Mr. Maheswar Prasad. 
Secretary, Department of Personnel. These 
bureaucrats were involved in one way or the 
other in the processing of cases against the 
Prime Minister and others of the ruling 
party or had appeared as witnesses before 
the Shah Commission and other Commis-
sions appointed by the Janata government." 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI A. G. 
KULKARNI): Mr. Alexander Wariri 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal):  
I want to speak. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI A. G. 
KULKARNI): You want to speak? All right, 
Mr. Bhupesh Gupta. You have got 30 
minutes. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; Sir, I have had 
the privilege of listening to many addresses of 
the President. This is one of the most 
colourless Presidential Addresses that I have 
come across. It is lack-lustre in its presentation, 
barren of any bold policy statement full of 
platitudes and pious wishes and certain 
declarations which are not backed by any clear 
indication as to what the new Government is 
going to do. Sir, of course, this has necessarily 
to be brief. But even in a brief statement 
sometimes bold things can be said, as was done 
in some ways in 1971 after the mid-term poll. 
Hera you v- ill find that this President's 
Address dees not even echo what was said 
under the same rule, under the rule of Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi in 1971. This is not accidental 
however, because the Prime Minister and her 
Government are no doubt aware that we are 
facing formidable problems and the solution of 
such problems could not be secured without 
radical changes in some aspects of the policies, 
indeed without radical socio-economic 
changes. There is not even the remotest 
suggestion that MrS. Indira Gandhi and her 
Government propose to bring about any radical 
changes. As we know, the garibi hatao slogan 
was given up during the election. There was no 
such thing said; not a word was said against 
monopolisits,, big traders and businessmen, for 
obvious reasons— they were calling the tune of 
the party which was to be ruling party in 1980. 
I have gone through this election manifesto. It 
has some good utterances. I do not deny. 
Whether these utterances are more attractive or 
the picture on the front page of Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi carrying a flag is more attractive, is a 
matter of choice. But it does contain some 
good statements, as always happens in an 
election, when 
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an election manifesto is issued. I just want to 
point out to you one statement in the election 
manifesto of Congress-I, on the last page—
"....recognise the new revolutionary govern-
ment of Kampuchea. .."—a very categorical 
statement. In the President's Address however 
there is no suggestion that Kampuchea would 
be recognised; On the contrary we find a 
mysterious statement, quite different from 
what has been said in the election manifesto: 
"We stand for a Kampuchea able to seek its 
own destiny free of outside pressure." That is 
not said in the election manifesto. The issue 
was whether Kampuchea should be 
recognised or not, the new Kampuchean 
Government. That answer was there in the 
election manifesto; yes. The Prime Minister in 
her election speech said, yes, we are going to 
recognise it. But in the President's Address 
something else is said. It is customary with all 
bourgeois: double talk is their life-style. And 
it has happened not only this, in all the 
President's Addresses in one degree Or 
another. 

Having said it I come to some of the other 
things. It is understandable for my friends to 
be elated. After all the electoral utterances 
under the present system they have won a 
spectacular victory, spectacular not because of 
the votes they have got or the seats they have 
won. Such a thing has happened in the past 
also. It is spectacular because of the manner in 
which the Janata Party which had run the 
country in an incompetent manner, has been 
brought down. We are naturally glad that the 
RSS-Jan Sangh elements have been defeated. 
I wish we could also be equally glad for what 
has come into existence. The paradox of it is 
in 1977 the emergency regime»was done 
away with. It was a good thing the people did. 
But then they installed in power the Janata 
conglomerate which went down under the 
weight of its own sins. In this election also 
better alternative could not be found because 
the left and democratic forces were not united 
and as strong as in West Bengal, in Kerala 

971 RS—8. 

or Tripura. Had that been so, today the 
country would have had here in the Treasury 
Benches a Government based on the unity of 
the left and democratic forces. But then what 
has happened in Kerala, West Bengal and 
Tripura is a pointer to the march of history, 
the inexorable inarch of history. People rally 
around what is rising and not what is falling. 
The bourgeois rule and the capitalist type of 
development are continuing. These can end 
only when we break away from the path of 
capitalism and monopoly of bourgeois power 
of which Shrimati Indira Gandhi is the 
standard bearer. 

Now, as far as- my friends are concerned, 
they are very happy. Let them be happy. Now 
that the elections are over try to assess the 
situation. I find that in all the elections in the 
past the Congress had won—it was the ruling 
party in those days—with a higher percentage 
of votes than this time, except in  1967   .   .   . 

THE LEADER OF THE HOUSE (SHRI 
PRANAB MUKHERJEE): Not in   1971   
also. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I will give you 
the figures. In all those elections,, except in 
1967 the Congress Party won even higher 
percentage of seats in the Lok Sabha 
compared to the total number of seats. In 
1952 the Congress polled 44.99 per cent of 
the votes and got 363 seats out of 489 seats. 
In 1957 the Congress polled 47.78 per cent 
votes and won 371 seats out of 494 seats. In 
1962 the Congress polled 44.73 per cent votes 
and got 361 out of 494 seats. In 1967 they 
polled less votas, namely, 40.73 per cent votes 
and got 283 out of 520 seats. In 1971 the 
Congress polled 43.06 per cent votes and won 
350 seats out of 515 seats in the Lok Sabha. 
This time, in 1980, Congress (I) polled 42.58 
per cent votes and got 351 seats out of 525 
seats contested. This will only show that in 
terms of votes or seats nothing very surprising 
has taken place. But the manner in which the 
former Janata Party and the Alliance Party 
Government were defeated gives    
imoprtance    to    this 
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election. This should be taken not< of. In fact 
the votes of the Congres has increased only 
by 8 per cen compared t0 the 1977 poll. But 
thi, time, Pranab Babu is very happy because 
the seats have gone up by 13; per cent. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE Would 
you give the figures of vote! polled by the 
leftist parties? In Wes Bengal 77 lakh votes 
and 37 seats foi them; 73 lakh votes and 4 
seats foi the Congress. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; At leasl for 
once Pranab Babu is taking consolation.   
You should do that. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Kerala is 
another consolation. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA;  But leftist  
parties  do  not  celebrate  in     the way you 
have been    doing.    I know what the former,    
leader of the Lois Sabha  Congress   (I)  Party,  
Mr.  CM. Stephen said at the first 
Parliamentary Congress(I)   Party  meeting,  
after the election.    There were many old peo-
ple  sitting  there.    Shri     Kamlapathi 
Tripathi was  there.    After     praising 
Shrimati Indira Gandhi, M.    Stephen said:   I  
salute  my     younger  brother. Younger 
brother should be    saluted? I do not mind 
showing    affection for the younger brother.    
Not salute for the younger brother.    I felt 
sorry for Shri Kamlapathi    Tripathi.  ' At least 
some     courtesy     should     have  been 
shown to  the  old people  who     v/ere sitting 
there.    If, for instance, Pranab Babu gets up 
and says:   Salute to my younger brother,  I 
will be sorry for him and all of us.      Why say 
this? Such meetings are    always held after the  
election.    I     did     not  see  after Pandit 
Nehru's victory in any of these general 
elections,  somebody like Shri Kailash Nath 
Katju or    Shri Govind Ballabh Pant or 
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad standing up at the 
first meeting to  elect the leader of the    
Congress Party in the  Parliament  and saying: 
I salute my younger sister. And there was a 
'sister* at that    time—may be 

not in Parliament; but the 'sister' was equally   
attractive  and   certainly   had some grit.   But 
nobody saluated her. I see that this massive vote 
has caused sychophancy again.   We are 
apprehensive of that sychophancy, because we 
are almost being driven back to    the days when 
'Indira was India and India was    Indira.'     
What   has   happened? Yesterday I was not 
here. An officer, DIG of the CBI, has    been 
arrested, taken away, by a DSP of Haryana. The 
privilege motion    will say—I do not know.    
But,  Sir,  he was taken from here.    I  am  a 
little  apprehensive,  if you do not stop that 
thing, there    is danger some day of a Deputy 
Minister from Meghalaya coming and taking  
away  the  Prime     Minister,   Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi.    What will happen to the country? . . 
.(Interruptions).    I do not know.    It may or 
may not happen.    But it looks like that.    A 
DSP gets hold of a DIG without the authority  
of    the    Centre,  takes  him    to Haryana and 
sends him back. All illegal, unconstitutional 
and shocking. The thought came to my mind 
what will happen in a situation if a Meghalaya 
Deputy Minister, a stranger, comes   to Delhi, 
takes away the Prime Minister for   
interrogation,   and     then   returns her.    Well, 
I do not say    more than that.   I think that point 
will be understood.    Sir, I demand a thorough 
in-quiry by a Committee of  this House in the 
manner in which a DSP could come  from  
Haryana     and  take   him away.    It is not a 
question of privilege only.    It is a question of 
inquiry by  the  Parliament.    And   Parliament 
was sitting.       What     temerity;  What 
audacity;    What an insolence on    the part of 
the Haryana authority to deal with this officer 
in this    manner:     I should like to    know.    
Has Haryana jurisdiction   over     Delhi?     
Have   we changed  the  Constitution?    Have  
we changed  the  delineation  of  authority 
between the Union Territory and    a 
neighbouring State?    I should like to know, 
Sir.    It is said that the Prime Minister 
intervened before the  arrest took place. 

SHRI RABI RAY;  That is for public 
consumption. 
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SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA:   That    is for 
public.   It seems the Prime Minister's writ 
does  not run in    Haryana even within thirty 
days of her assumption of     power.    Either it     
is  a lie, deliberately    uttered or    the    Prime 
Minister    did    not. . .(Interruptions). Arrest  
has taken     place.     Somebody disregarded 
her     advice or  direction. She  should  explain 
here.    Sir,  I  demand   an   inquiry.    We   
should   table a motion just as W£ did in the 
case of Mr. Morarji Desai and Mr. Charan 
Singh,   get  it     passed  in  this House that we 
in this    House shall go into this  question  to  
find  out  as  to  how that  incident  took  place 
. . .   (Interruptions).    No. applause is 
necessary. What is necessary is a Rosolution to 
be pushed through and passed in this House 
and to call upon this Government to honour     
that     Resolution  .. (Interruptions). 

Now, let me come to the other point. Our 
democracy is in a crisis. On dissolutions I 
won't say much. Demonstration are taking 
place, and so on, obviously keeping in view 
the coming Rajya Sabha elections. Sir. if they 
have the courage, let them keep Parliament 
going and then dissolve the Assemblies. Don't 
send us home, prorogue the House and then 
dissolve the Assemblies, according to your 
plans, on the 5th or 6th of February. This 
appears to be the plan. Let it be left to the 
States as to how they should deal with their 
State Governments. We opposed even the 
President's rule. When the Constitutional 
amendment regarding its provisions was 
discussed, We opposed it. We opposed Shri 
Charan Singh's dissolution of 9 Assemblies in 
1977. It is so despite the fact .that some of the 
State Government^ are unwanted by us and 
unpalatable to the cause of democracy and the 
interests of the people. We would not like such 
arbitrary methods to be used by invoking 
Article 356 of the Constitution in order to gain 
upper hand in the Rajya Sabha. Apart from 
that, we are against defections.    We learn that 

defections are being    organised.    We have an 
amendment on this.   We hope to   deal with  
that   amendment   when it comes.    As far as 
the other things are concerned or Afghanistan is 
concerned, I am surprised that some sections   
of   the   press      have   raised   an uproar 
against the Soviet Union. They should know 
what is happening in the world today.    
America  is     launching a big counter offensive 
with the collusion of the Peking rulers as well 
as other imperialists who are their allies. The 
American budget has been raised 0  143  billion  
dollars, an increase of nearly 14 billion, not 
million, dollars. A decision has been taken by 
them to deploy a new type of missile weapons 
in the West European  countries. Besides, there 
is a    plan    to add 46000 troopg to  the     
contingency     force of America of 110,000 in    
order to      be used in     Asia,     Africa     and     
Latin America.    Here I have got     Carter's 
"State of the Union Meosage".   In this address,  
he has spelt out a plan for offensive not only 
against the regions of West Asia and our sub-
Continent. but against all the peace-loving 
countries.    We are    hearing     about    the 
framework or cooperative framework of 
security and all that.   Sir, these are not new 
words.    We have gone back to the cold war 
days and Mr. Carter is trying to involve the    
countries in this region in    what he calls "a  
cooperative  security  framework''.  What is 
happening in Afghanistan is a part of it.   They 
want to take away peace-loving Afghanistan 
from the    family of     peace-loving     and      
non-aligned nations to the orbit of imperialism 
in order to use Afghanistan    a3 a base for 
attack against, the countries of this region.    
That is why they are trying to   destroy  
Afghanistan^     revolution and the 
independence and sovereignty of Afghanistan.      
Pakistan is    being shamelessly used by Mr.    
Carter and the Chinese and  others with the co-
operation of military dictatorship    of Zia-ul-
Haq to  launch  attack  and     to send insurgents 
against the Afghanistan Democratic Republic.    
They    are being equipped with weapons.    
They are  being  financed.     They  are  being 
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[Shri Bhupesh Gupta ] trained in the so-
called camps within the Pakistan territory. The 
CIA. is active there. Some reports have come. 
Some photog have appeared in American and 
other journals. This is the armed intervention. 
We find, in this Address, the President talking 
about big power rivalry. Who is the rival? The 
Soviet Union is defending the independence 
and sovereignty of the friendly Afghanistan 
Democratic Republic. It is the Americans who 
are having an unprecedented concentration of 
naval units in the Persian Gulf, in the Arabian 
Sea and in the Indian Ocean region. They are 
responsible for the tension in the area. Again, 
Sir, who want to punish the Iranian people for 
the revolution that they carried out? Who want 
to destroy the Afghan independence and 
sovereignty? And who are arming Pakistan 
today? Sir, Zia-ul-Haq has demanded that even 
the 1969 treaty should be revised in order that 
there is no difficulty in the deployment of the 
American troops in Pakistan against our 
country. You have seen in today's newspapers 
that the so-called Islamic countries' conference 
has concluded in Islamabad. There, Zia-ul-Haq 
even talked about occupation of Kashmir. And 
arms are coming from China through the 
Karakoram Pass. And arms are being supplied 
to China by the Americans so that they could 
be diverted to Pakistan. This is what is 
happening. Sir, We want a forthrigh: stand of 
India's place as an anti-imperialist, peace-
loving; nation, and there must not be any 
prevarication. Charan Singh's line was 
absolutely wrong. He never undedstood what 
foreign policy is. I do not blame him because 
he is totally ignorant about it. But this 
Government should not be ignorant. Many in 
this Government have grown in the tradition of 
a policy of peace, non-alignment and anti-
imperialism. And, I think the stand should be 
even more forthright than it is in condemning 
the United States and in supporting the Afghan 
Democratic Republic. Sir, I understand from 
the morning's    newspaper3 that 

Mr. Clifford, the representative of President 
Carter is coming. Tell him where to get off. 
This is what I would like. Sir, all our support 
goes to the cause of the Afghan revolution and 
this is in line with our tradition, the tradition of 
friendship, the tradition of undersatanding, the 
tradition of sympathy and support to noble 
causes. 

Sir, as far as internal things are concerned, as 
far as the economic policy is. concerned, what 
shall I say? Nothing is there in the Address. But 
it is interesting and we are benefited by it in a 
way when the Ccfngress(I) blames the Janata 
and the Janata blames the Congress (I), between 
them, they give us a lot of truths. I do not say 
everybody is telling everything false. But, now 
that the elections are over, we should assess the 
situation a little more seriously. During Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi's rule also bad things happened. 
Janata rule was a carry-forward business. They 
went in some respects one on Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi's Government, the previous 
Government, in so far as the anti-people, anti-
democratic policies are concerned. Take the 
case of , unemployment. When Smt. Indira 
Gandhi assumed office in January, 1966—I was 
here then—on the live registers of the 
employment exchanges, there were 40 lakh 
unemployed. In March, 1977, the number has 
gone up to 1,10,00,000. When she took-over, 
the total assets of the Tatas and the Birlas were 
Rs. 1000 crores. When she left after 11 years, 
their assets amounted to Rs. 2,000 crores. From 
Rs. 1000 crores, they went up to Rs. 2,000 
crores. Similarly, the assets of all other 
monopoly houses increased. When Smt. Indira 
Gandhi came to power, there were the revised 
ceiling laws. During 11 years, only 12 lakh 
acres of land were distributed roughly one lakh 
a year on an average, and not a very great 
performance." During her regime of 11 years, 
3,000 communal incidents took place, 
according to the Home Ministry data. In three 
years of her rule, that is,  1967,    1968 and 
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1969, more than. 1100 Harijans were killed, 
according to the official admis-sion. You can 
understand how many must have been killed 
during the remaining eight years. Sir, such is 
the record. I am not talking about the 
emergency and other things. During the period 
of 11 years, the prices continued to rise except 
in nine or ten months. And these facts are 
there. (Time bell rings). I am just finishing, 
Sir. When Shrimati Indira Gandhi took over in 
1966 there were, according to their figures, 
Government figures, about 35 per cent people 
living below the poverty line. When she left 11 
years later in 1977, the percentage went up to 
47 per cent, notwithstanding the garibi hatao 
slogan of 1971 of mid-term poll. These figures 
I have given only to underline one point, 
namely, that' these social problems, socio-
economic problems of unemployment, poverty 
and hunger and landlessness could not be 
solved without structural changes and radical 
socio-economic transformation. Sir, one point 
1 forgot to mention, namely, remunerative 
prices. The peasantry had all along been looted 
because they had been denied remunerative 
prices for their products, whether it was cotton 
or sugar or jute or anything else. This is the 
position on the agricultural front. That is why 
the su2gestion for change. 

Now, coming to self-reliance, during 
Shrimati Indira Gandhi's rule of 11 years two 
thousand new collaboration agreements were 
signed, when she was in power previously, 
with the western countries. What is the policy 
with regard to collaboration agreements arid 
the foreign capital and the multi-nationals—
there is no mention of it here. 

Finally, Sir, one word before I sit down and 
that is a note of warning. Sir, they have got a 
massive majority. This House will not give 
them the massive majority and I hope for the 
next four years they will have to 

sulk here as a minority party. Behave as a 
minority party not only in this House but being 
in a minority here, in a   bicameral  legislature.   
This   House has a role to     play,      behave     
also with some amount of restraint in the other 
House.    I regret to say I find— I am not going 
into    the politics of it—most of the officers, 
who have been named for     corrupt     
practices,     for emergency excesses, are being 
brought back one after another as if to insult 
us.    Here comes Mr. Jagmohan, who, I am 
told, is going to be the Lieutenant Governor, or 
already he has become.    Mr. Bhinder has    
become the Commissioner of    Police,     Mr. 
N. P. Singh has been brought     back    and 
others are on their way in and others are on 
their way out. There is demoralisation among 
the    high    officials. Sir, I am not one of those 
who hold any brief for    any    official at all. I 
want  some  standards.  Officials  could not be 
dealt with in the elections of 1977 because   
they did not   fight the elections. Charges have 
been made in Parliament, in the    Reports of 
Commissions and otherwise also. Anyhow 
these officials are under a cloud.   Why axe 
they being brought back,  except to  insult  the 
nation,     except to  an* nounce thereby that     
emergency regime without the formal    
proclamation of emergency  is on    the    way, 
that the emergency style is    coming back.    
Sir, that is what is causing us fright, not my 
friends sitting in larger numbers there.  That is  
the cause of the worry. 

Now, you can understand that the Prime 
Minister haa said that she will not pursue a 
policy of vendetta. Bui, do I understand that 
these officials and others who are coming 
back will not be motivated and will follow- 
this declaration of no vendetta. Sir, it is in the 
nature of bureaucracy even in normal times, 
when such changes are made, that kind of 
their return is a passport to the reign of terror, 
vendetta, corruption and all the rest of it. I 
would urge upon the Government not to 
embark on this kind of a policy.    There are* 
many     other such 
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officials. Keep them in the shade for the time 
beingl the officer3 guilty of emergency 
excesses and crimes. Get other officers if you 
like. (Time bell rings). 

. Sir, finally, one word before I sit 
down. Sir, I demand proportional 
representation. The present system has shown 
an artificiality. Parliament must reflect the 
popular political mood, differences, 
divergence of opinion and composition of 
political life. This should be duly reflected in 
the Lok Sabha, in this House and in the State 
Assemblies and the Government should also 
reflect these things in its composition, policy, 
behaviour and some such things. Unless this is 
done, these anti-defection measures will not 
do very much. We have seen the monstrous 
play of money power unprecedented in the 
history of our country during this election. Sjr, 
we have seen helicopters, viscount planes and 
so many things going. Money flowed like 
water in some of the constituencies and pur 
ruling party, our friends' party, has set an 
international record, if I may say so, next 
perhaps, only to the record set by Americans 
in their elections. Even that has been beaten 
now. We want to get rid of the menace of 
money power in these elections. Sir, no doubt, 
the Tatas, the Birlas, the Singhanias, Mr. K. K. 
Birla, Mr. Bharat Ram, have been the first to 
acclaim the formation of this new Government 
and call upon the Government to maintain, 
what they caiil, discipline. By discipline they 
mean, suppression of the working class and 
the trade union movement. They are happy, 
Sir; the Americans are happy. But the 
Americans are also unhappy because left has 
grown a little stronger and what is more, left 
parties have come together. Here I have got 
the Time magazine.. (Time bell rings). Just a 
line I shall quote, Sir. I know you are a very 
interesting person. One line I will read and sit 
down. 

THE       VICE-CHAIRMAN      (SHRI 
A. G. KULKARNI):  I am interesting 
person;  no doubt, but I have got no 
time here. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; Sir, it is 
just one line. Here is the Time magazine of 
January 21. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI A. G. 
KULKARNI); All right, one last line. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; Almost last. 
After giving an analysi3 of these two 
formulations, TIME is worried about not our 
friends there, they are worried about us.    It 
says: 

"For Indira; Victory and Vindication. 

From deepest disgrace to an over-
whelming landslide." 

This is the caption. You must be happy to see 
what it says; 

"An ominous prospect, however, is an 
alliance between the Communist parties 
that won a total of 37 seats in West Bengal. 
Though the parties have ideological 
differences, they may join with leftist 
parties and splinter groups in other States to 
qualify as India'3 only official opposition 
bloc in Parliament." 

Now, a final word, Sir. 

"Now, Indians believe that a chastened 
Mrs. Gandhi can run a single-party 
government with enough room to 
manoeuvre. Still, there is peril in the fact 
that the only coherent opposition i3 in the 
hands of the Communist bloc. With the 
options cast in such extreme terms, India's 
democracy may be entering fts severest 
test." 

We have entered a severe test. This test shall 
be passed by the people of India by building 
unity in the left and democratic forces, the 
only viable alternative that the nation needs 
and the nation must have. Thank you very 
much. As I said, you are a very interesting 
person. 
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LThe    Vice-Chairman     (Shri    U. K. 
Lakshmana   Gowda)   in   the   Chair] 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHAMANA GOWDA); Mr. Yadav, you 
can give that list later. You pas* on to the 
next point. 
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SHRI      ALEXANDER        WARJRI 
(Meghalaya): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I have 
tabled three amendments    to the Motion of 
Thanks on the President's Address, and all of 
them relate to    the  North-east.    We    from    
the North-east    are    specially  concerned 
with what    happens in our area and that is 
why most of us are cooncen-trating  our  
attention   on  the  Northeast. Much attention is 
drawn to the recent  happenings  in  the  North-
east After the last Chinese war of aggression,  
the North-east has  again  come into the 
limelight in the eves of the nation. National 
newspapers and journals   have   painted   these  
happenings in various colours and shades.  I re-
gret  to  say  that  some  of  the  news items  
given were not according     to facts.   Some   
of the  newspapers  have simply condemned 
and smeared    the fair  names  of    Meghalaya,      
Assam, Mizoram  and  the  whole  North-east. 
The  incidents,     for   example,      that took 
place in Shillong in October, 1979 have been  
so  depicted  by  some national papers as to 
make it      appear that the Khasi people, who 
conducted the struggle for a hills State in      a 
peaceful  and  non-violent     way   for over ten 
years,    were a blood-thirsty and violent people 
The "hartal" of the 25th October was a 
peaceful one. No 
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[Shri Alexander Warjri] 
volunteer was prepared for any violence.    It 
was the refugees who were concentrated in two 
localities—not the permanent  residents but 
those     who happened to be in those two 
areas— who  started   violence      in    Shilong. 
They  started  by   stoning  a  girl      to whom I 
went immediately    and saw in the hospital 
after she was stoned and they tried to kill a 
young volunteer in another locality in which 
they were concentrated.  And that led    to 
repercussions;  that led to other    incidents that 
took place on that    day and on the days that 
followed. Even on the 21st of December those 
incidents would not have taken place if the 
people 0I the so-called minorities had not  taken 
0ut a procession     in spite  of section  144 
being    in force. Some of the newspapers  have    
been blaming the missionaries    for    what 
happened in  the  North-east.   I     can 
categorically say  that the    missionaries have 
nothing  to do with    this. It seems that for 
anything that happened in     the North-east, the    
missionaries  have  been      made    scapegoats. 
If anyone is to toe blamed, Sir, it is the 
Government of Mr. Morarji Desai and the 
Government of      Mr. Charan  Singh.   The    
present     Prime Minister said a few days hack 
that if information had been available,    the 
troubles    could  have   been    avoided. Sir,   I  
remember,  nine  months back, I with my 
coleagues from Assam had tabled a motion on 
the infiltration in the North-east on the influx 
and infiltration in the North-east. We    had 
warned the Government nine months back.   If 
the  Government  had  taken action at that     
time,      such    things would not have 
happened.  But Delhi was busy about whom to 
put in prison,  whether  they   should   pass    
the Special Courts Bill or not and so on. Busy 
with  those  thinga  they    forgot what was 
happening t0 the rest      of the nation.   We 
have been blamed our people    have  ben   
blamed  for secessionist tendencies. They said    
northeast has got a tendency    to    secede. Who 
is  to be blamed for this? Last 

year when a group of journalists in Shiilong 
went to appeal t0 Mr. Mor-arji Desai when he 
was there in the Raj Bhavan, to extend to our 
boys and ghls who want to appear in the All-
India Services the facility to write their 
examinations in English, he said, "If you do 
not learn Hindi within one year, then get out 
of India." Now, who is responsible for this 
secessionist tendency then? Who is Mr. 
Morarji Desai to ask us to get out of India? 
We were in this country even before the 
Aryans came. Therefore, who is he to tell us to 
get out of India? I doubt whether there is any 
secessionist tendency On the part of our 
people. 

Sir,  much  hag been  said  in      the 
newspapers and also on the floor    of the 
House  on  foreign  influence      in the 
northeast. I belong to the northeast-  I come 
from there.  I not    only suspect, I know that 
not only is there foreign influence, but foreign 
hand is there very much. The foreigners who are 
there  are there not in hundreds but in 
thousands and thousands. I am not surprised if 
in this sensitive area spies of foreign powers 
have a hand in  ail  this   turmoil  that  took   
place in the northeast.  I shall not even be 
surprised  if  a  foreign  array  appears in our 
midst if a war is to take place in the East.  The 
happenings in    the northeast during the last 
quarter     0I 1979 have also been wrongly 
dubbed as  communal.   How wrong can     one 
be if one looks only from one    side? The 
movement of the people of Assam and 
Meghalaya is not communal; it is national.   It  
is  a  national movement organised  by  non-
political partie3 to drive  out  the foreigners    
from     the country.  The inroads that the 
foreigners have made are alarming in the north-
east and pose n danger to    the country.    Is it 
communal if the Central Government failed to 
check   the inroads of the foreigner^ and the 
people took it upon themselves to drive out 
these foreigners? 
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Now I would also like to draw the attention 
of the House to the protracted problem that is 
there in Mi-zoram. The protracted problem in 
Mizoram has also been an object of serious 
concern. Concerted efforts have been made 
and various methods have been adopted for a 
permanent solution to the problem. In 1974 
peace advisory body was constituted 
consisting 0f representatives 0f all political 
parties, churches and social organisations. 
The forum expressed the need for establishing 
a rapport between the MNF and the Govern-
ment of India. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): Your time is 
coming to an end. You can take another two-
three minutes. 

SHRI ALEXANDER WARJRI; The 
Government, on the other hand, has adopted a 
wrong policy of 'operation security^ at the 
initial ota£e-Most of the villages in Mizoram 
have been combined together into group 
centres. Now these group centres have, been 
looked upon by the people of Mizoram as 
concentration camps. The Army appears now 
to be an occupation army and according to 
Brigadier T. Sailo, the present Chief Minister 
of Mizoram—I quote: 

The people in general are utterly 
disgusted with the Indian soldiers. The 
people have been so much antagonised and 
alienated from India. The obvious 
conclusion is that senior Army Officers in 
command of troops operating in Mizoram 
sipce 1966 have let down their prime 
Minister and the people of India. 

The 'operation security' which was intended 
to eradicate anti-social elements has alienated 
the loyal people. Now, realising this fact, the 
Government have initiated dialogue with the 
delegation of the MNF in 1966 which 
culminated in the signing of the 
understanding of July 1, 1976, in which the 
MNF have agreed to accept the  settlement  of 
problems     in 

Mizoram within the framework of the 
Constitution of India. However, the talk was 
called off on March 20 1978 by the Janata 
Government and the MNF has again been 
banned. As a result, on June U 1979, the quit 
Mizoram notice was served on all non-Mizos. 
This was followed by incidents of violence 
and to deal with the situation the Government 
have to go back again to the old way of sup-
pression and oppression The situation has 
since become complicated v/ith every firing 
incident, entailing diversified version and 
consequential confusion. The Government, in 
calling off the dialogue with the MNF and in 
arresting the MNF President, have committed 
a blunder. Any endeavour to solve the 
problem without fully understanding the 
people in the State would not succeed. It 
would oniy create more problems. As stands 
now, it is most unfortunate that the people at 
large are panic stricken, especially when the 
present Government in Mizoram is 
responsible for making the situation worse. 

Now, to bring about lasting peace, firstly, 
the Government of India should accept the 
problem of Mizoram as a political problem 
and it should be solved only through political 
means. Secondly, the dialogue between the 
Government of India and the MNF should be 
resumed in' the spirit of understanding 
reached between the two parties on July 1, 
1976, and before this the MNF President Mr. 
Laldenga, should be released Lastly, the 
people pf North Eastern region are all 
disillusioned with the treatment by the Centre. 
After 32 years of independence, the 
achievements in the North East are very 
negligible, compared with the rest of the 
country. North East is very much lagging 
behind and I appeal to the Central 
Government to concentrated more and more 
on the North East and try to solve the various 
problems there. Problems that I have already 
mentioned  and other problems faced    by 
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[Shri Alexander Warjri] the different 
States. Once and for all the Central 
Government should step down to settle—once 
and for all—the border issues between the 
different States. It is not enough to bring de-
velopment and progress to the seven sister 
States. It is most necessary that they also have 
no friction between themselves. 

THE    VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
U. K. LAKSHMANA GOWDA): There is 
hardly any time left. Please wind  up. 

SHRI ALEXANDER WARJRI: Last but 
n°t the least, I appeal to the Central 
Government to think up seriously about the 
desirability of advising the President to assent 
to the Residential Permit Bill passed by the 
Meghalaya Assembly a few years back which 
is now in the cold storage here in Delhi 

Thank you. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Will there be a 
statement today on the arrest of Mr. Romesh 
Chandra? We do not know. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): I do not know. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: We would like 
to be present here In the List of Lok Sabha 
there is an item called Statement on the 
Deportation of Shri Romesh Chandra by the 
British Government from the London airport. 
Generally, when such statements are made in 
the Lok Sabha, immediately thereafter such 
statement is also made here in this House. My 
Calling Attention notice is pending for two or 
three days. When will such a statement be 
made about it? I submit that my Calling 
Attention motion may be admitted. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): Let the 
Chsiirman speak t0 the Leader of 

the House... (Interruptions)   Mr   Bha- 
nu Pratap Singh ______  

(Interruptions) 
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"The only ground which we have 
maintained in the world economy is our 
share in the world population, if this could 
be considered a matter of pride. According 
to all other major indicators we have 
steadily lost ground. Since 1950, for 
instance, our share in world output has 
fallen from 2.1 per cent to 1.3 per cent. Our 
per capita income in 1950 was one-eighth 
of the world's average Now it is one-
twelfth. We accounted for two per cent of 
world trade in 1950. This has <iow fallen to 
less than one per cent. In 1950, we 
produced 10 per cent of the third world's 
groas national Product, now down to six 
per cent." 

 

"Even in steel, the pride of India's 
progress, our share in this- third world hac 
receded from 40 per cent to 12 per cent." 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): Mr. Bhanu 
Pratap Singh, you can take another two 
minutes or so. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA)  Yes, Mr. 
Basheer, please be brief. 

SHRI T. BASHEER (Kerala): Sir, I . cannot 
welcome the Address delivered by hon. 
Rashtrapatiji. The reason is very simple. If the 
President's Address can be taken as an 
indication of the Government's policy, one will 
be only disappointed. In paragraph 6* the 
President ha,s mentioned the massive and 
broad-based confidence repose by the people in 
the new Government. There was a big swing in 
favour of the Indian National Cogress in 1971. 
Later, after the post-emer-gency scene the 
swing moved to the other extreme. It went in 
favour of Janata Party, resulting in the forma-
tion of the Janata Party Government in 1977. 
Now the 1980 election verdict has again gone 
to another extreme. In 1977 it was 
demonstrated by the people that they did not 
approve of what the then Government did 
including the declaration of emergency. It was 
a negative vote. The Janata Party Government 
was bound to fail by the very logic of 
combination of political forces that Created it. 
It took only two and a half years to dislodge 
from power. The Janata Government failed 
miserably to solve the problems of the people. 
The social and economic and political chaos 
unleashed by the Janata Party Government 
could not be controlled by the stop-gap 
arrangement of a caretaker Government. Sir, I 
would like to say that the present Government 
is the product of a negative voting of the 
people against the Janata Government's 
policies and politics. Here is aother swing to 
the .opposite extreme. 

Sirv I would only appeal to the party in 
power to consider the salient feature of the    
successive     elections 
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and to take lessons from those verdicts. Do 
not think that this is a mandate to forget the 
people and to do things according to your 
whims and fancies. 

Sir, I am disappointed with the President's 
Address as I failed to see a clarity of direction 
in the Address. The President has pointed out 
in para 9: 

"The Government would like    to reaffirm  its  
commitment  t0  planning  as  an  essential  
tool for   engineering      social     and        
economic *   change." 

It looks very strange that nowhere in the 
Address is mentioned the word 'socialism' 
which was always repeated by the leaders and 
spokesmen of the party in power; especially  
the  present   Prime   Minister. 

Sixteen years back, the Indian National 
Congress at a plenary session 68th at 
Bhubaneshwar in January 1964 adopted a 
resolution on democracy and socialism. The 
resolution was quite unequivocal about the 
concept of 'Socialism. It was stated in the 
resolution: 

"The Congress is working for a re-
volution in the economic and social 
relationship in Indian society. The 
revolution is to be brought about through 
radical changes in the attitude and outlook 
of the people as well as the institution 
through which they have to function." 

Sir, has the ruling party any idea or even 
indication of effecting such a change? Sir, I 
am sorry to say that it does not have any such 
idea. In paragraph 9 it is stated: 

"The great task of nation building will 
have to be resumed with redoubled vigour 
so that coming generation can hope for a 
fuller and better life." 

This is of course a sweet general statement. 
But what about the burning problems of the 
country? 

Sir, here I would like to mention I about the 
problem of unemployment. The President's 
Address is conveniently silent on this burning 
problem. I What about the mounting unemploy-
ment of the youth in the country both educated 
and uneducated? 

The President's Address is mentioning 
about the efficiency of movement by 
railways. But the Address is silent on the 
bonus to railwaymen. We would like to know 
as to what is the policy of the Government 
towards bonus offered to  the railwaymen? 

The promise by the President in paragraph 
1 of the Address is: 

"The law enforcement agencies at the 
Centre and in the States will be acti vised." 

The word 'activised' is significant in that the 
Central Government may become even 
relentless and may not tolerate the existence 
of State Governments differing in political 
complexion from that of the Centre. The 
poet-election statement made by the leaders 
and spokesmen of the party now io power 
shows the desire of the Central Government 
to dislodge the State Governments that are 
not of their liking. Sir,, there has been a lot of 
talk on the floor of this House and outside for 
and against toppling State Governments. 

Sir, I would like to point out in this 
connection that mid-term election in the 
States cannot be ordered in the context of Lok 
Sabha elections. The issues involved in the 
Lok Sabha elec-tione are different from the 
issues involved in the election^ in States. The 
founding fathers of our Constitution accepted 
federalism fully knowing the possibility, of 
varying complexions of politics at the Centre 
and in the States. Sir, the recent election to 
';he Kerala Legislative Assembly was held 
just a fortnight after the Lok Sabha elections. 
The so-called wave could not rise above the 
Western ghats and enter the Kerala coast. If I 
am to quote the special correspondent of the 
Times 
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of India, reported from Trivandrum, it reads 
thus: 

"The money power was displayed by 
United Democratic Front (this front is led 
by the party in power here) who thought 
that their rival was a close competitor. 
However, the voters at large were 
unaffected by this display." 

The Government party at the Centre was 
compelled in Kerala to join hands with 
strange bed fellows—even the Janata Party. 

The people of Kerala have voted to power 
in the State left democratic front with their 
sense of realism. Here the leaders and the 
spokesmen of the party in power at the Centre 
spoke about secularism. But in Kerala they 
embraced and allied with all sorts of 
communal parties and groups, Sir, their talk 
about secularism is hollow and their claim to 
secularism is meaningless. The party in 
power here has miserably failed in Kerala. 

Unlike the present Central Government 
which is the product of a negative voting, the 
left democratic front Government in Kerala is 
the child of a positive voting. 

THE MINISTER OF SHIPPING AND 
TRANSPORT (SHRI A. P. SHARMA):  No, 
no. 

SHRI T. BASHEER: Of course, it is the 
result of the negative voting. When the Janata 
Government came into power, you said that it 
was the result of the negative voting. 

SHRI A. P. SHARMA;  We never said 
that. 

SHRI T. BASHEER: You said it. So, 
unlike the present Central Government the 
left democratic front government in Kerala is 
the child of a positive voting by the politically 
conscious electorate. The Government will    
surely    and can surely    deliver 

goods. I don't want to say anything more at 
this stage. The taste of the pudding is in its 
eating. 

Sir, Kerala has suggested and accepted the 
alternative. The emergence of this alternative 
at the national level in due cource is a historic 
task. On the face of this social, economic and 
political alternative the waves are bound to 
withdraw. Social justice will succeed. Politics 
of personal hollow-ness has to yield to the far 
reaching forces of politics of ideology, politics 
of conviction and politics of commitment to 
the people. 

Thank you, Sir. 
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SHRI P RAMAMURTI (Tamil Nadu): Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, we are debating not exactly 
the President's Address to Parliament, but we 
are debating formally the Motion of Thanks 
for the President having delivered  that  
Address to  both  Houses 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): You will have to 
start winding up. 

SHRI HARISINH BHAGUBAVA 
MAHIDA: Yes, I am trying. 
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of Parliament. I do not see anything in this 
Address to thank the President or to thank 
the Government which has prepared this 
Address. What is there in this Address at all? 
After all, this Address contains a 
condemnation of all the doings of the 
previous Government. Was it necessary for 
the President to condemn it? After all, the 
people of this country have voted that 
Government out of power. And my friend 
was talking so much about that Government. 
I do not understand why he was beating a 
dead horse after the people have voted that 
Government out of power. Today we are 
concerned not with what the previous 
Government did. The previous (Government 
has been voted out of power by the people of 
this country for its misdeeds, for its 
nonperformance, for its nonperforming up to 
the expectations of the people or for the 
betrayal of their expectations. Therefore, we 
are not concerned with that at the present 
moment. What we are concerned with is what 
this Government, which has got a massive 
majority of the people, a massive majority in 
the Lok Sabha in terms of membership, is 
going to do for the people. What does this 
Address promise for the peo_ pie of this 
country in the future? What does it hold out? 
What does the future hold out for the people 
of this country under thjs Government? This 
is what we are concerned with and the people 
of this country are seriously concerned with 
this problem. As far as that jS concerned, 
excepting some vague generalities and pla-
titudes there is nothing concrete in this. They 
would say, after all we have come to power 
only during the last ten or fifteen days during 
which we had to prepare this Address and 
there was not enough time to indicate the 
concrete measures that we are taking. But 
after all, you have been governing the 
country for twenty-eight years before and 
you have been in Opposition for the last two 
and a half to three yearg and you know what  
the  faiMngs  were  of  the     last 

Government. Therefore, at least the direction in 
which you are going to go in the future, some 
concrete indication of the direction in which you 
are going to move in the future, could have been 
given. If you are not capable of giving it in the 
first Address to both Houses of Parliament, then 
what is this Address worth? Is it worth the paper on 
which it is printed? It is a waste of Government 
funds, a waste of public money. What does this 
Address say? I just take one or two things. The 
most important thing to my understanding is this: 
"The Government would like to reaffirm its 
commitment to planning as an essential tool for 
engineering social and economic change." Very 
good. You have been committing yourself to 
planing as an essential tool for bringing about 
socio-eco-i nomic changes. But planing js not 
something new to this country. We started the 
planning process in the year 1951 with very great 
expectations among the people, raising great 
hopes among the people. And every Plan 
document proclaimed that the objective of the 
Plan is to reduce the disparities in incomes and 
wealth that is prevalent in this country. After all 
the Five-Year Plans that you have carried out, has 
that objective been fulfilled? Ori has that objective 
been fulfilled in the reverse direction? Instead of 
reducing the disparities in incomes and wealth, 
you have increased the disparities in incomes and 
wealth. That has been the result of it. Therefore, 
this is an actual fact. This is something which the 
people cannot deny The members of the ruling 
party themselves at that time were saying that the 
rich have become richer and the poor have 
become poorer. This is the result 0f the planning 
process that you have begun in the last several 
years. After all, when the people got angry with 
you because you could not fullfil their ex-
pectations, you were also thrown out of power. 
Since then three years have been there for you to 
think about what is wrong about the policies you 
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[Shri P. Ramamurti] have been pursuing. Is 
it not a sufficient period for you? Or, is it a 
question of bankruptcy of thinking? Could 
you not have spelt out your programme 
instead of saying this shibboleth that the 
Government is going to commit itself of the 
process of planning as an instrument of socio-
ecnomic changes? What is the socioeconomic 
change you have brought about in this country 
during the 25 years covering five Five Year 
Plans? It has been said that during the last 
three years, inflation has grown and in the last 
one year inflation was galloping, as ;f inflation 
is something new to this country? Was it 
something different in your period? This has 
been the result of your planning. What is the 
result? Your emergency period was portrayed 
as a period when you brought down inflation. 
The figures in the Reserve Bank Bulletin 
indicate that there is a sharp rise in the 
wholesale prices by over 12 per cent between 
March 1976 and March 1977. This was the 
second half of the emergency. This is not my 
statement. This is from the statement given  
by  the Reserve Bank Bulletin. 

SHRI     PRANAB      MUKHERJEE: 
Who denies that? 

SHRI RAMAMURTI: What was the 
position with regard to the wholesale index 
for all commodities during the entire period of 
Indira era in this country between March 1966 
and March 1977, which is supposed to be the 
golden era of Indian history? What waa the lot 
of the common people? The wholesale price 
index was 135.4 per cent increase. The 
consumer price for industrial workers 
increased by 117.0 per cent. The consumer 
price index for urban non-manual employees 
increased by 111.1 per cent. In these ten yearg 
there was galloping inflation       Ever   since  
the  planning 

process started inflation and deficit financing 
have been a continuous process. If the prices 
of commodities commonly used by the 
common people have been rising in the last 
three years, this is only a continuation of the 
very process started in your time. Where i$ 
then the wonder in the golden era of the 
Indira regime of which you are boasting? 

What has been the standard of living of the 
common people? I am again quoting from a 
much more authoritative document. According 
to the statistics of the Planning Commis. sion, 
in 1966 the index of real earning o'f workers 
with less than and an income of 500|- p.m. 
was 95, with 100 as base in 1966. The index 
of real earning jn 1975, that is, within ten 
years, was reduced to 66. From 95 to 66 has 
been a wonderful increase in the standard of 
living of the work, ing class in this country 
during the golden era of this country's history. 
You may say that the working class is a 
privileged class and that you are doing 
everything for agricultural labour and poor 
peasants. What is the condition of agricultural 
labour? The real earning of agricultural labour 
based on 1960-61 price—this i3 from the same 
source—is—May 1963-'64l— 282.5; 1974-
75—180.10. This is for male labourers; For 
females, 120 and 60.18; for children—121.75 
and 5?96-These are the annual incomes of agri-
cultural labour. So that the actual income of 
the agricultural labourers and the working 
class has been by as much as 50 per cent I am 
not talking about other things. I am not going 
into the condition of middle class people. 
Those figures also I have got, but I have no 
time and I am not quoting all these figures. 
But the real fact of the matter is that the 
condition of the common people, the working 
class the peasants, the agricultural labourers, 
and all such people has been continuously 
deteriorating during this period. Is it some-
thing to boast about? That i3 what you are 
doing. 
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SHRI A. P. SHARMA: We came 
just  15 days back.  

SHRI P RAMAMURTI; I am not talking 
of 15 days, but cf ten years' of your rule. 

At the same time, I would like to point put that 
you are talking so much about increase in the 
industrial activity   and  all  that.      What  has  
been the  total  increase  in  the     industrial 
activity?      The Reserve Bank sources point  
out  that  during  the    first    14 years  of the 
planning process    there was an industrial 
growth at the compounding date of 6.9 per 
cent.       But after   14   years,   during  the   10  
years after that,  the  industrial  growth has been 
at the rate of 3.4 per cent. This is the actual 
position.   Why is it that this  recession  had  
gone  on?    Today you are talking of inflation.     
But la your  time  when  there was inflation, 
you      justified    it,    Shrimati    Indira 
Gandhi justified it that it ig a world 
phenomenon.      '-What can     we  do?" But 
wag there inflation in the Soviet Union?     It 
was in the socialist countries.   The world to 
your understanding  means  only  the  capitalist  
world. Yes, inflation is a phenomenon.    The 
capitalist  countries  used     the     term 'stag-
flation'.   You  want  t0  say  that we   are  part   
of    that     world.      Of course, you are a part 
of the capitalist world.      Therefore, you are 
pursuing  the  same policies.      Therefore, the 
fundamental question that we are concerned 
with  js not  the  denunciation of what the 
previous Government did.   But we are 
concerned   with the process  of  planning  as a 
means     of social,    change       or     socio-
economic change.      Why  is  it that during the 
last  five   years    the     socio-economic 
changes that your plans have brought about  are  
something     fundamentally wrong.      There  
is   something fundamentally  wrong with  
regard to     the approach to the planning.     
Why is it so?   Why is it that y°u are not able to  
bring  about  socio-economic  changes?      
People   talk   about  isodalism. You talk of 
socialism.    I want to tell you today that the 
Marxist Party, the 

Communist Party, does not want so 
cialism. We want to go forward. We 
have  openly  proclaimed that. We 
have the courage to say that. You will be 
surprised to know that the Marxist Party says 
that India today is not ripe for socialism.. 
(Interruptions) I am talking of something se-
rious. You cannot think of anything else. You 
do not want to hear. Your minds are so 
clogged that you do not want to hear. So, Sir, 
the whole basic question that is, why is it that 
today after all these things you are in this 
position, the country js in this position? 
Unemployment has been rising, not only 
during the last three years but has been rising 
during the entire period. You enacted so many 
land ceiling legislations, this and that. But 
what has happened as a result of that? 
According to the National Sample Survey, the 
number of landless households has increased 
from 6.1 million in 1954 to 21.4 million in 
1971-72. The people who had some land were 
evicted from those lands and they became 
landless labourers It has gone UP from 6.1 
million to 21.4 million. More than 2 lakh 
households lost their lands. This is the result of 
the wonderful land-reform measures that you 
have carried out all these years. 

What is the growth of national income? The 
per capita growth in national income is 
negligible. Cer. tainly, there has been growth 
of national income. But the common people 
have been getting more and more papuerised. 
Others must have benefited out of the national 
income. Where has it gone? Figures are there. 
The Reserve Bank Bulletin figures are there 
which are very clear. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): Mr. Ramamurti, 
your figures are taking away more time. 

SHRI P. RAMAMURTI: Buf'they are 
more telling than my speech and 
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words. The assets of the top twenty monopoly 
houses increased by as much as 76 per cent 
between March 1972 and March 1977, that is 
t0 say, in 5 years, (frjterruptions) I do not want 
to beat a dead horse. That horse is  dead. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Did you 
ever beat it? 

SHRI P RAMAMURTI; We fought 
against them. You were their allies 
in Kerala and we fought you. We 
fought them during that period. We 
organised strikes against their policy. 
Your party did not do anything. We 
conducted    struggles. Therefore, 
don't bother about that. When the time 
became ripe, we said: "Enough of you; you 
get away". So) this is the result of 20 years of 
planning process. And what is the position 
today? This type 0I development that you have 
adopted in this country has led to a position 
where you have got to rely upon them. Instead 
of getting surplus in big business, instead of 
getting surplus in the hands of the money-
lenders, instead of getting surplus in the hands 
°f the speculators, you have to get the surplus 
in the hand of the people. After all, investible 
surplus is there in this country. This investible 
surpluses are invested n°t I0r production pur-
poses, but for speculative purposes. They are 
in the hands 0f the moneylenders, in the hands 
of the landlords and black-marketeers If the 
investible surpluses are in the hands of these 
people, then what type of planning can there 
be in this country? What is the socio-
economic change that can be brough about. I 
am not talking much about corruption. You 
were there and you did not talk much of 
corruption. When the Janata was there, they 
did not talk of corruption. I know that in this 
society with so much of money in the hands 
of the Tatas and Birlas and with so much of 
money power with the multinationals,   
nothing   can   be   done.       I 

would say that even if God were to become 
the Prime Minister of this country, they would 
have the money to purchase even God. That is 
the social system you have got. What is the 
promise you are holding out? The promise is 
your Twenty Point Programme. And what is 
wonderful about the Twenty Point 
Programme? How is it going to bring about 
socioeconomic change. Now, what is the 
amount of land that has been distributed in this 
country? Shrimati Indira Gandhi, at that time, 
in the Chief Ministers' Conference—I re-
member that because I had gone there—said 
that all the lands that they were showing as 
having been distributed was not the land taken 
from the landlords, but those were the lands 
which were forest and banjar lands. This is the 
statement she has made in the Chief Minister's 
Conference. And we pointed out t0 her how 
could she ever implement those land reforms. 
Yet, the task force of the Planning 
Commission has come out openly and stated 
that this Government has n°t got the political 
will and the Administration is bound up with 
landlords and hundreds of threats. Therefore, 
so long as you do not break up these threats 
and so long as you do not have a Government 
with the political will, these land reforms can 
never be implemented. After all, your Fifth 
Plan document openly and clearly stated that 
even the Minimum Wageg Act for the 
agricultural labour cannot be implemented. 
The Government says and the Planning 
Commission says that the Act passed by the 
Government of India or by the State 
Governments  cannot  be  implemented 
because  the   landlords.... 

SHRI KALP NATH RAI (Uttar Pradesh): 
Sir, I am on a point of order. Sir, Mr. 
Ramamurti is talking of land reforms, and he 
was in the company of those people who were 
hundred per cent opposed to land reforms. 
During the earlier regime  of Smt.  Indira  
Gandhi,  lakhs 
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and lakhs of acres were disributed, i and those 
lands were snatched away by the landlords. You 
supported those people who took awey all the 
lands of the Harijans and Girijans, and you talk 
of the political will. They are opposed to the 
land reforms. Smt. Indira Gandhi is the only 
leader who can do something for  these   
people. 

SHRI   P.   RAMAMURTI:   Sir,   is   it 
a point of order? 
1 

THE     VICE-CHAIRMAN        (SHRI     j 
U.      K.      LAKSHMANA     GOWDA): 
There is no point of order. 

SHRI P. RAMAMURTI: It is a point of 
disorder. It is a point of disturbing. 

SHRI KALP NATH RAI: How can    ! you 
say that my party has no political will?  Sir, he 
was in the company of landlords... 

SHRI P. RAMAMURTI: You have 
made your point." Do not make a disorder 
now. 

DR. BHAI MAHAVIR (Madhya 
Pradesh); He does not have tc utter mor<» 
nonsense now. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): No cros3 talk, 
please. Let Mr. Ramamurti continue.    
(Interruptions) 

SHRI P. RAMAMURTI: 

 
I am quoting from what Smt. 

Indira Gandhi herself has stated the 
amount of land that has been distri 
buted. You deny her statement. I 
have no objection at all. In her 
address to the Chief Ministers she 
pointed out in 1977 that this is not 
the real land taken from the land 
lords, and most of it is either ban jar 
land or forest land. This is what she 
herself has stated. Thia is all I wanted 
to say. And you deny that state 
ment; you go back on that statement. 
Therefore, Sir, the entire process of 
development ...........  

SHRI        SHRIKANT VERMA 
(Madhya   Pradesh):   Mr.   Ramamurti, does 
the West Bengal Government.. . 

SHRI P. RAMAMURTI: Don't disturb me. I 
have got very little time. I don't want to be 
disturbed. You hear me. You can answer me 
later. (Interruptions) I am not yielding. You 
can have your turn and answer me. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): You have got five 
minutes more. 

SHRI P. RAMAMURTI: I am sure, Sir, the 
Members will be indulgent and give me a few 
more minutes. 

Therefore, Sir, the major point that I want to 
make out is that with the entire process: of 
\deveIopment that has taken place in this 
country, since the investible surpluses in this 
country are not available for investment in 
productive purposes, you have had to depend 
upon more increased taxation—taxation on 
commodities of daily consumption—on foreign 
loans, on multi-national collaborations. And 
foreign loans inevitably mean yielding to their 
dictates. You have been able to resist to some 
extent but none the less, ultimately you have 
got to yield. This is what has been taking place. 

Sir, talking about this, Ithere is another 
particular, significant statement made in the 
Address. I will just talk about that and finish. It 
is said, "The role of Science and Technology 
will be strengthened. Steps will be taken to 
ensure that research and development get their 
place in all important sectors of national 
endeavour." I would like to point out that 
despite all these year3 of emphasising the role 
of science and technology in the development 
process of this country, a country which 
produces the third-largest number of scientists 
and technologists and whose calibre is not 
unequal to anybody else whose calibre is equal 
to the highest 
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of any other country, why is it that theire has 
been a continuous erosion, the running away 
of the foest scientists of this country to other 
countries to serve the interests of foreign 
nations? Why is it that this has taken place? 
Have you thought about it. Are you going to 
develop science and technology when the 
public sector undertakings are being manned 
by IAS officers. By I.A.S., I understand Indian 
avatar service. They are fit for. anything. They 
are the Rama avatars, the Krishna avatars or 
any avatar. They are fit to be in the Home 
Ministry. They are fit to be in the Commerce 
Ministry. They are fit to be in the Industry 
Ministry. They are fit to head the public sector 
undertakings, the Electronics Commission, 
this, that and the other. They are avatars. They 
are the all-knowing people. When your public 
sector undertakings are manned by these 
people, how can science and technology be 
developed by these people? They veto the 
development of research and science. How is 
it that you are going to advance in the field of 
science and technology? Science and 
technology can develop in this country only 
on the basis of a democratic discussion and 
free and frank flow of information among the 
scientists, junior scientists and the senior 
scientists. But that is taboo in the Government. 
That js taboo in the public sector undertakings. 
Nowhere is there free flow of information 
between the public and the scientists and 
among the scientists thLg is not allowed. If 
any talk takes place, down comes the axe from 
the superior officers because they are 
interested in having some links with the multi-
nationals. I can certainly understand that in the 
beginning you may have had to go in for 
collaboration. But generation after, generation 
have you to go in for. collaboration? This is 
what has happened! I know for example, that;, 
in 1971 there was a committee appointed 
which said that our country, had enough 
scientific and 

technological talent and that it could 
manufacture the deep penetration aircraft in 
1971 itself. It came to that conclusion hut 
nothing was done about it with the result that 
today you have to go in for the Jaguar aircraft 
for the deep penetration thing. Similarly, Sir, 
disturbing reports are coming that the 
Electronics Commission is going to fee 
abolished. Proposals are being put forward that 
the Electronics Commission is going to be 
abolished and electronics industry js going to 
be permitted to be helped by foreign multi-
nationals, and all those products which had 
been reserved in the 1954 Resolution for th© 
public sector are now being thrown open to the 
private sector. The reports are there. I can tell 
you, for example, that Shrimati Indira Gandhi, 
while defending herself against her expulsion 
from the other House consequent upon the 
Privilege Motion, said that that Government 
was trying to mortgage a core public sector 
undertaking, namely, the Bharat Heavy 
Electricals to a foreign multinational. She 
indicted that Government. What is it that you 
are going to do about it? The entire Electronics 
Commission is sought to be wound up and the 
entire electronics industry is sought to foe 
thrown to the wolves. How can you be self 
reliant? After all, forty per cent 0f the defence 
industry depends upon electronics and if the 
electronics industry is not there and if you are 
going to depend °n foreign multi-nationals for 
the development of electronics industry in this 
country where can there be self-reliance? Can 
there be any self-reliance even with regard to 
defence when youir defence is going to be 
continuously dependent upon foreign 
countries? Are we safe with regard to that? 
Therefore, Sir, some specific measures with 
regard to these things have got to b© spelt out. 
You do not do that. You cannot continuously 
go on depending upon foreign countries and 
foreign loans. If you are going to depend on 
foreign loans, it means more price for every 
product that you purchase. You have to pay 
back loans and if the investment costs are 
more, you have to export, export 
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and export.   You have to export cloth from this 
country.    People here need not have cloth.    
You have to export mangoes.     You have to 
export plantain.   You have to export vegetables. 
You have to export the entire sea food of  this  
country.   The people of this country have no  
protein.   Let      the sea food that is produced in 
this country be exported.   Why? Because you 
have got to export.   These industries cannot 
otherwise be set up. This is the ' policy that has 
been pursued.   There is nothing new in this.   A 
new direction could have been indicated.     But 
there is nothing in this document to indicate a 
new direction.   The    same shibboleth which 
have been repeated ad nauseam, socialism, this 
and that. For example, what is socialism? If you 
ask somebody to define, nobody will be able to 
define.   I am reminded of the \sloka of a 
Brahmin in Tamil Nadu. When a Brahmin is 
invited to a feast, after  taking  the  feast  he  
gives the aashirv&d.   Before taking the food, 
he will not.   He will give the aashirvad only  
after taking the    food  and    in Sanskrit.   He 
will say: 

 
It means: Let all the people be happy. When 
his belly is full, let all the people be happy. 
And then he will add; 

 
Let the cow and the brahmin—they are the 
special species—be happy every minute, 
every second. You take 
away these two words "'ft   f) SpPTT3*" and  
substitute other two words and you have the 
definition  of  socialism that we had for the 
last thirty years: 

 
This is the socialism we have had. I only 
want to know whether you are going to have 
the same socialism in the next Ave years. 
You may do anything; you may try to topple 
Govern- 

ments.   We know you are very skillful in 
toppling governments.    I do     not expect 
anything else from you.   At the same  time  I 
may  also tell you  that despite your toppling the 
governments, there are forces in this country 
which can stand against it.   Despite      your 
toppling  the   governments,  your  writ did not 
run. Even after your big victory,  you were  not  
able  to  succeed. This wind did not blow. In  
spite of the fact that Shrimati Indira Gandhi 
toured 26 constituencies in Kerala, 25 of  those  
constituencies  were  lost  by her.   I am only 
sorry she did not visit all the 140 constituencies 
so that we would have won one more seat.   Un-
fortunately, that      did     not happen. 
Therefore, Sir, there are forces    and these  
forces will      certainly become -•stronger so 
long as we are rooted in' the people, so long as 
we serve them. Despite the tremendous 
repression and sacrifice that we have to bear, so 
long as we have faith in the people, any amount  
of      toppling game will not succeed.   It is 
ultimately the people of this country, the toiling 
masses of this country, the working people of    
this country, who, when they are awakened, 
will survive and will prevail, and not an 
individual.   The future of this country is    in    
the hands   of toiling people. Once they are 
awakened, they will be the proteges of this 
country's destiny, not any leader, however great 
he might be.   Thank you. 

*SHRI BHABANI   CHARAN PAT-
TANAYAK (Orissa): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir. I 
rise to speak a few words on the motion of 
thanks on the President's   Address.   Sir.    the 
President's Address is nothing but just the 
Election Manifesto of the Congress  (I)  Party. 
Our President has criticised the main-i     
tenance of the      law and order and economic 
situation of the Janata Government in such a 
way from which I shall certainly say that the 
President's Address is only the Election 
Manifesto of the last election of the ruling party. i 

*English translation of the original 
speech delivered in Oriya. 
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The same President last year also delivered 

speech in the joint session of Parliament. That 
time he had highlighted the plan and 
programme of the previous Government in his 
speech. The hon. Members of this House are 
aware of these things. He had emphasised on 
maiking the country self-sufficient in food-
grains by developing agriculture, giving 
employment to the unemployed youths in the 
industrial sectors, eradicating illiteracy by 
spreading education, upliftment of Co-
operative Societies, providing better 
communication facilities by constructing new 
roads, providing railway lines to the places 
where there is no railway links and 
developing industries by increasing power 
production. Reference had been made also 
about electrification in backward areas. The 
Janata Government had also done a lot of 
development works in many sectors. Some 
hon. Members have criticised the planning of 
the Janata Gavern-ment. But it is quite 
impossible to expect, developmental works in 
all sectors within a very short time. I don't like 
to speak anything about this matter. 

Sir, it is a matter of grea* regret that 
infighting started in Janata Party a few days 
after it came to power. Some people from 
outside the party also started conspiracy for its 
division. Unfortunately the Janata Govern-
ment could not remain in power for a full 
term. They remained there only for two and 
half years. Due to the failure of the Janata 
Government the other parties took the benefit 
and Mrs. Gandhi came into power much 
earlier than she was expecting. Our people 
have not voted Mrs. Gandhi with the plea that 
the Janata Government was incompetent and 
there was not any upliftment during their rule 
but they were very much disgusted to see the 
infighting among the party men. Therefore, 
they preferred to give their verdict in  favour 
of Mrs.  Gandhi. 

I congratulate Mrs. Gandhi for her success 
in the election.    Our    people 

have brought back her to power with great 
hope and aspiration that she will pay attention 
to the upliftment of the downtrodden people. I 
hope Mrs. Gandhi will fulfil their hope and 
aspiration. 

While discussing the President's Address 
with much sorrow and anguish I wpuld like to 
say that nothing has been said about anti-
defection measure. During the tenure of the 
present President infighting started in the 
Janata Party. Due to defection on large scale 
the party lost its majority. To avoid political 
uncertainty in our country, unfortunately 
Janata Party was not asked to explore the 
possibility of forming the Government. In 
order to discourage defection the President 
dissolved the Lok Sabha and ordered for the 
fresh election. This remained as one of the 
important events of the Indian political 
history. I am sorry there is no mention about 
this important fact in his speech. 

Sir, we the politicians give first priority for 
the restoration of self-interest rather than 
restoring the ideology, policies, programme of 
the parties and thinking about the welfare of 
our people. Some of our friends joined 
Congress (I) before 1980. Some leaders have 
also helped Mrs. Gandhi to come to power by 
joining with her party. Mrs. Gandhi has lot of 
experience about the role of the defectors. 
They are not the men of principle and they 
will defect again if they don't get any position 
in the Government. 

I congratulate Mrs. Gandhi tor her victory. 
At the same time I request her to give chances 
to the honest people of her party who believe 
in certain ideology and who have full faith in 
her party. But no chance should be given to 
the opportunists who change their colours for 
self-interest very frequently. I hope Mrs. 
Gandhi will help our country from anarchy 
and political uncertainty by rejecting this type 
of people. 

Sir, 'Mrs. Gandhi is in power now. Many 
people belonging to her party 
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have come out successfully in the last 
election. In view of this I request her to 
consider two things. My first request to her ig 
to keep co-ordination between the treasury-
bench and the Opposition Parties. It is a fact 
that many a time some unhealthy situation 
arises for the allotment of party posts and leg-
pulling starts for other reasons. 

This prevails in the party where the number 
of defectors increases. I don't think Mrs. 
Gandhi will provide better administration in 
the presence of such type of people in her 
party. Our Prime Minister is also aware of 
this. Sir, efforts have been made in different 
states to topple the non-Congress (I) 
Governments. Due to defection there is 
uncertainty in those States. The Prime 
Minister can dissolve the State Assemblies by 
taking the shelter of law. But toppling 
Governments by encouraging defection is not 
proper. I request the Prime Minster to create 
healthy situation in the States by discouraging  
defection. 

Here I would like to tell an old story. That 
is about conscience. When our hon. President 
fought first time for the Presidential election, 
Mrs. Gandhi was the Prime Minster at that 
time. She gave a call to her party-men to 
apply their own conscience in electing the 
President. In this way the Congress Party 
nominee Mr. Reddy wag defeated. Mr. 
Sanjiva Reddy got elected during the time 
when Mrs. Gandhi was not in power. But at a 
time our President applied his conscience in 
such a way so that the Janata Party was 
deprived of the opportunity of the 
Government and Mrs. Gandhi could come 
back to power two and half years before the 
completion of the term of our Government. 
Forgetting every thing our President 2ave a 
chance to Mrs. Gandhi to come back to 
power. Now it is her duty to apply her own 
conscience to eliminate the present political 
uncertainty that is prevailing. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE (Maharashtra) ;  
On a  point of order,  Sir.  The 

translation is not very immaculate. If the hon. 
Member is saying that because of the 
manoeuvres of the President, Mrs. Gandhi has 
come to power then it is palpably and clearly 
a violation . . . (Interruptions) Well, the 
translation is that you are critical of the 
President and it was because of the 
manoeuvres of the President .  .  . 

SHRI BHABANI CHARAN PATTA-
NAYAK: No, no. i have not criticised the 
President. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): Probably it is the 
translation. In any case, we will see and we 
will have it taken out. 

SHRI BHABANI CHARAN PATTA-
NAYAK.   I have not criticised. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): Any way, your 
time is over. You conclude. 

'SHRI BHABANI CHARAN PATTA. 
NAYAK: It is not the President. I have said 
that it is a fact that he was defeated by the 
reason of Prime Minister, Mrs. Gandhi, but 
for him she is in power only for this. 

Any way, I am sorry to say not a single 
word has been expressed by the President in 
his speech about the present uncertainty 
which has been created in our country. 
Defection is a matter of grave concern in our 
Indinn politics. If it will be repeated any more 
at such situation of the country then the 
developmental programme will be hampered. 
So steps should be taken to check such acti-
vities. With these words i conclude. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI IT. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): Mr. Ajit Kumar 
Sharma. The time is very very limited. You 
will have to finish in about six minutes. 

♦English translation of the original speech 
delivered in Oriya. 
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SHRI AJIT KUMAR SHARMA (Assam): 
Yea, Sir, although the time is limited, the 
subject I am dealing with is also the most 
important. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): Excuse me. The 
time allotted for different groups is there. So 
far as 0thers are concerned, a large number of 
them have spoken, and there are quite a few 
more yet to speak, and they are speaking for 
the first time also. So, it is not possible to give 
you more time from the time which is allotted 
here. 

SHRI AJIT KUMAR SHARMA: Yes, Sir. 
About the Presidential Address different 
aspects have been dealt with by the hon. 
Members. But of the two most important 
subjects referred to in the Address, one re-
lates to the situation in the North -Eastern 
region. The President, in his Address, himself 
has said: 

"It is a matter of regret that today we do 
not have amongst us here representatives 
from a number of constituencies of some 
of the North-Eastern  states." 

From Assam, 0ut of the 14 constituencies, 
only two have sent their representatives. The 
other 12 represen-tatives are not there in the 
Lok Sabha. A» the President says: "the 
problems of this region and more especially 
those of Assam at the moment require to be 
dealt with urgently and in a spirit of 
understanding and mutual accommodation on 
all sides." Sir, what I would like to emphasise 
is that although the President has referred to 
the need of understanding of the problem, 
what I have found from the different speeches 
and also from my talks with many hon. 
Members during these days, is that there is a 
lot of misunderstanding and ignorance about 
the problem, and unless these 
misunderstanding and ignorance are 
removed, there cannot be  a   solution    to  the  
problem.  The 

solution of the problem of Assam in the 
North-Eastern region is not related to that 
region alone; it is one of the greatest national 
problems facing the Central Government as 
well as the State Governments and Parlia-
ment. 

Mr. Antulay, Dr. Zakaria and Mrs. 
Mukherjee have referred casually to the 
problems of this area. From what they said, I 
could understand that there was a lot of 
ignorance about the problem even amongst 
them. Sir, Mr. Antulay referred to the violence 
involved in the movement currently in Assam, 
Dr. Zakaria referred to the question of 
Muslims and Mrs. Mukherjee referred to 'a 
kind of secessionist movement' in the area. 
Sir, in this connection what I would like to 
point out is this. What kind of a violence is 
this that is going on in Assam, which has been 
reported or for which we all are, and anybody 
would be sorry and anybody would condemn? 
It is mainly the violence by the Governmental 
agencies and by the antisocial elements in the 
areas dominated by foreign nationals. 

A short while ago there was a reference to 
an incident of violence in Lucknow. Even the 
Prime Minister has said that the violence was 
initiated by the police and not by the Congress 
(I) youth. But, sir, at Dulia-jan oil area, on 
18th January morning at a sitting assembly of 
7,000 people, when they were all sitting, and 
sitting peacefully, the police fired twenty-
eight rounds and killed 37 young men on the 
spot. This kind of police violence led to a mob 
frenzy resulting in the unfortunate death of 
one officer. 

5 P.M. 

Now, Sir, 1 would refer to another very 
serious part of it. What has happened in the 
Assam villages? Nobody seems to be 
informed properly on this. No national papers 
have reported about it. Yesterday we read the 
re- 
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yuri auuiu me rape 01 women in me U.P. 

But in Assam what has happened. Since the 
military personnel who were posted there to 
maintain peace and crder not only committed 
atrocities but raped three married women and 
one girls out of whom three are Hindus and 
one a Muslim, and seven unmarried girls, of 
whom two are teen-aged, of 13 to 14 years, in 
some cases the raped girls include both the 
sisters and the raping was done in the presence 
of parents and brothers by tying them with 
ropes and at the point of gun. There are cases 
where the victims have been raped by more 
than one army personnel. 1 know these 
incidents. I visited those areas. When 1 
enquired of press agencies whether they had 
sent reports of these incidents, they said they 
have sent. But what we find is that only two or 
three national papers had reported these 
incidents. Now when even such atrocities are 
also ignored not only by the Government but 
also by the national press, then is there any 
fault with the people of Assam and of the 
north-east frontier if they start thinking that it 
is all useless to remain within India? "You 
cannot blame them if they are forced to think 
like that. 

Now, Sir, 1 do not like to detail all these 
things. But I would like to draw the attention 
of the hon. Members to the situation there. The 
situation is so serious that unless there is a 
thorough understanding of the problem and a 
thorough analysis of the problem you will not 
be able to solve it. Now. Mr. Ramamurti 
referred to the political will 01 the Government 
of India. The problems of Assam and the 
north-eastern frontier have arisen because of a 
lack of political will on the part of the Central 
Government for the last 20 years. Whenever a 
problem came, they wanted t0 just hush up the 
whole issue and patch-ing-up solutions were 
found which created more problems later on. 
Now, what is the problem? Some people s«y 
971 RS—10. 

that it is a problem of the Assamese driving 
out Bengalis. Some others say it is a 
movement for driving out Muslims. May I say 
with all the emphasis at my command—j have 
been with the movement; I have supported the 
movement and 1 have all along been with the 
people in the whole of the State—that it is 
neither. Accidently the foreigners who are 
there happen to came from Bangladesh, and 
they happen to speak the Bengali language. If 
the people there want to drive out the 
foreigners and if the foreigners speak the 
Bengali language and if you term it as an anti-
Bengali movement, can you say that it is a 
correct reading of the situation? is it not the 
duty of the Central Government and the rest of 
India to protect that area, to protect national 
sovereignty and rational territory by driving 
0ut the foreigners who are there in larg.e 
numbers? Now so much talk about foreign 
influence is there. As my friend, Mr. Warjri 
very rightly pointed out, there is no question 
of foreign influence alone; there is direct 
physical presence of lakhs of foreigners inside 
this region. This is the greatest problem. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRT. U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): You will have to 
conclude, please. 

SHRI AJIT KUMAR SHARMA: There the 
people started a movement and the movement 
has been going on for the last three months. 
And I can tell you, Sir, that lakhs of people—
the total population of the State—have joined 
the movement. If anybody has gone and seen 
there, he would have realised the depth of 
feeling and the extent of participation. It is 
throughout a non-violent and peaceful move-
ment, and lakhs of people have participated in 
it. They have conducted themselves in the 
most disciplined manner. Ten lakhs of people 
were arrested between 12th and 17th Nov-
ember when they offered satyagraha. And 
from the side of the movement not a single 
instance of violence was 
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[Shri Ajit Kumar Sharma] 
indulged in or encouraged. And when you 
propagate that they were violent, it is a very 
great injustice being done to them; to the 
people of that area  .   .   . 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): Mr. Sharma, your 
time is up. You should conclude. You have 
taken more time. 

SHRI AJIT KUMAR SHARMA:     I will 
conclude by referring only to one or two things. 
The point is when we are discussing this issue, 
let us take t it   as   an   issue   between   the 
Indian citizens    and    foreign  nationals  and 
nothing more than that, nothing less than that. 
In this fight every Indian, wherever   he    
resides, must support and  give  a supporting  
hand to this movement. Since the time is short I 
will only point out the issues involved.    As    I 
mentioned,    there is  the question of   
Governmental    violence; the   police    and    
the    military have created havoc there. They 
have killed at one  place 37  people on  the  spot 
and seriously injured more than 500 people. 
And there is no inquiry as yet by anybody. We 
have placed the matter  before  the Prime  
Minister.    We have  also  placed    before  the  
Prime Minister    the    question of raping of 
women.    The    Prime    Minister  had words of 
consolation on the death of an officer of but not 
a single words of sympthy for those unfortunate 
village women who have been tortured and  
raped  by security  personnel. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): If you go into the 
details it will take a long time and there are 
other people who want to speak. Will you 
kindly wind up now? 

SHRi AJIT KUMAR SHARMA: Now, 
another point 1 would like to place before 
you is this .   .   . 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. | K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): It be- 1 comes very 
difficult if you go on likt    / 

thi*. You will have to take some other 
opportunity to say those things. You have 
taken more time than is allotted. Otherwise, 
you will only be depriving Members of other 
groups cf their opportunity t0 participate in 
the debate. 

SHRi AJIT KUMAR SHARMA; I am 
concluding. There is the question about 
minorities, in the North Eastern region it is not 
a problem of protecting the minorities; it is a 
question of protecting the majority there. This 
problem has t0 be solved and it has to be gone 
into with greater detail. Minorities in Assam, 
both religious and linguistic have enjoyed full 
rights and more facilities than anywhere else. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA); please wind uP- I 
am calling the next speaker. 

SHR! AJIT KUMAR SHARMA: My last 
point is about the geographical inheritance of 
the people concerned. I would request the 
leaders of West Bengal and the Government of 
West Bengal to have some more rethinking on 
this issue because at this moment some of the 
statements made by them have caused a 
greater deterioration in the relationship 
between the different communities there. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): Please sit down 
now, I am sorry. Now, Mr. G. C. 
Bhattacharya. 

PROF. SOURENDRA BHATTA-
CHARJEE (West Bengal): Sir, there is 
something which concerns me personally, it is 
a very uncharitable remark that has come 
from that side. I think only one side of the 
version has come before the House in this 
case ... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRj U. K. 
LAKSHMANA GOWDA): You can clarify it 
when you speak in your turn. Now, Mr. G. C. 
Bhattacharya. 
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SHRI G. C. BHATTACHARYA (Uttar 
Pradesh): sir, 1 stand to support the Motion. 
Mr. Ramamurti has raised the level of the 
debate and has posed a question. He has 
plainly said that the country is not ripe for 
socialism. I do not want t0 join issue with him. 
1 am only reading out +he Preamble to our 
Constitution which says: "We the people of 
India solemnly resolve to constitute India into 
a sovereign, socialist, democratic republic . . 
."is not Mr. Ramamurti or his party or any 
party or any section of the people, true to the 
Preamble to the Constitution? This is the goal 
of every party. And that is the goal of the 
party to which 1 belong. May I tell him the 
only other path is the path 0f democratic 
revolution, national democratic revolution. 
Then what is the difference between you and 
us? if there is a path of national democratic 
revolution and you are also saying that you 
cannot see anything else—you are also in 
power in some States—this path being com-
moni what is the difference. The difference is 
only one of emphasis on certain   matters,    
not on basic issues. 

[Mr. Depaty Chairman in the Chair] 

Therefore, the call given by Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi that there should be a politics of 
conscience, instead of appreciating it, 1 am 
very sorry to say that the entire debate has 
been turned into indulgence in personal criti-
cism. You decide today whether there is 
politics of consensus or politics of 
confrontation.. If you think that the country 
can proceed on the path of confrontation even 
after this national, democratic revolution, j 
have serious doubts about that. Should we not 
respond to the call of the Prime Minister in 
favour of politics of consensus? If you keep 
that in mind, then we do not differ on 
fundamentals. We do not differ on basic 
issues. We should follow the path of 
consensus especially in the context of the 
rapidly developing world situation because of 
which the cold war has come to our 

door step. Let us think seriously whether we 
should not respond to the call of Shrimati 
Indira Gandhi in the national interest. Many 
distortions that have taken place in the past 
have to be corrected. Let" us examine the 
basic issues. 
It has been stated in the Address that the 

Government will do its utmost to put down   
lawlessness    and ie.store confidence amongst 
all people, especially    those    belonging    t0  
the weaker sections. This cannot be disputed.   
Then,   the   Address says that the    
Government    would reaffirm its commitment 
to planning as an essential   tool  for  
engineering,   social  and economic   changes.    
Can this be disputed? Similarly it is said in the 
Address that measures to control prices will be 
initiated and stringent action will be taken 
against anti-social elements such  as smugglers,  
etc.    How can    there  be  any  dispute  on  
this? Then it is said that the 20-point economic 
programme will be revitalised and   
implemented.   It  is   further said that the role 
of science and technology will be strengthened. 
There can be no differences on these basic 
issues. On these major issues distortions took 
place in the past.    These have been corrected 
now. To start with, we can work together at 
least on these basic issues in cooperation. I do 
not think I am supporting everything which has 
been written here. 1 have certain reservations 
on some of the points. For instance, it is said 
that on the industrial front, emphasis will be 
laid on the rapid  increase in industrial pro-
duction through better  utilisation  of existing   
capacity.   One   must understand that 'existing 
capacity' is a very dangerous phrase. The 
'existing capacity'  includes  also  the  capacity  
illegally developed beyond the licensing 
capacity. And this illegally raised capacity is in 
the very high profit sector, like  drugs,  
chemicals  etc.    We have many multi-nationals 
in these rectors and we have many monopoly 
houses. The 'existing capacity' is a distortion. 
This is not  in  accordance with     the manifesto 
of the party. 
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The other point on which i do not quite 
agree is what it says about secularism. The 
main emphasis in this election so far as 
secularism is concerned is that if there is any 
communal riot full compensation for the loss 
of life and property should be given. This 
should have been mentioned in the Address. 
That will restore confidence in the minds of 
the minority communities. That would also be 
a deterrent. Even in riots taking place in other 
parts of the country like Assam and the north-
eastern parts, if anybody loses life or property, 
there should be full compensation. Then, Sir, 
we are giving a call that the countries of the 
region should be allowed to devote their 
energies to the promotion of regional stability 
nnd co-operation with one another. Those 
days are gone. You are talking of the general 
stability. The whole world is so inter-
connected today that talking of regional co-
operation is only a partial truth; it is not the 
whole truth. We should be encourageous 
enough 'to say that we cannot have regional 
cooperation unless you have close links with 
those countries who will support your 
aspirations. What are the aspirations of these 
countries of this region? We are developing 
countries; our aspirations are one. We are 
natural allies. There are liberation T^ovements 
and non-aligned countries. We should be very 
specific about this vital matter. Without their 
cooperation, without close links, we will 
not be able to  ______(Time bell rings.) 

I   am    completing    in    five   minutes, 
although I was given ten minutes. 

Then it says: "...specially big powers". This 
is totally unacceptable to us. There are two big 
powers. How should they make this equation. 
There are two super powers. One is the group 
of socialist countries and another of 
imperialist countries. You are equating friends 
with foes— socialist countries and imperialist 
countries.   This  is  also a    distortion. 

And this is also a departure from the 
manifesto issued at the time of the recent 
General Elections. 

Then, Sir, I come to the Simla Agreement. I 
have no quarrel with this. But at the Islamic 
Conference they referred to Kashmir. Let us 
be very practical about it. The previous 
Government also tried for friendship and no 
quarrels. But friendship should not be taken as 
a sign of weakness. We should be vigilant 
about it also. Let us be very clear about it. 
Friendship should not be taken as weakness. 
Everything should be at par, on an equal 
footing. 

Then, Sir, i am sorry to say that when the 
entire country says that there was aggression 
on Vietnam by China, we have mentioned that 
there is only a conflict. I cannot understand it. 
Even, unlike the Janata1 Government, we only 
say: .. ."affected by the Sino-Vietnam 
conflict". This has not been the policy of the 
Congress or this country. There is a clear 
evidence that China is the aggressor. 

Then, so far as Kampuchea is concerned, 
our manifesto says that Kampuchea will be 
recognised. Their Government will be 
recognised. But we have not done it. That 
should have been the first act of this Govern-
ment. But this has not been done. But we have 
said that we stand for Kampuchea being able 
to seek its own destiny free of outside 
pressure. In spite of demands, the previous 
Government too did not recognise Kam-
puchea. But in the Congress manifesto, the 
recognition of Kampuchea was specifically 
mentioned. But this has not been done. This is 
another distortion. 

Then, we have mentioned that our relations 
with Japan and other countries of Europe are 
comprehensive in nature and are mutually 
satisfying.. . (Time bell rings) Japan has 
entered into a treaty with China recently, and 
immediately after that the Chinese were bold 
enough to attack Vietnam. 
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This   American-Japan-China    axis   is not only 
dangerous for    others only. This has got a 
particular bearing on our country.   There is now 
an attempt to encircle India.   Either you submit 
to Sino-American axis or you will be 
pressurised in every way.   It may be North-
Eastern    region.   It     may    be Kashmir.   Or 
it may be our internal insurgent activities which    
are being abetted by China, America and British 
intelligence  system.   Therefore, when We 
talked of Japan, we should have mentioned  the 
dangerous path which is being    treated by    
Sino-Japanese-American    imperialism    
against    the developing countries of Asia and 
other part of the world.    (Time bell rings) You 
will kindly recollect that we were given the 
assurance in this House by the previous   
Foreign   Minister   that there will be no more 
encouragement of insurgent activities from    
Bangladesh.   But    insurgent    activities    are 
going on.   The North-eastern    insurgents who 
are active in North-eastern legion are being    
trained in Bangladesh.   They are being supplied 
with arms and other materials.   The insurgent 
movement has got strength from that country 
itself.   There is another point  about the  
agreement.   Even  at that time we opposed the 
agreement. It is detrimental to the interests of 
our country.   It will kill the Calcutta Port 
completely.   I earnestly hope that the 
Government will take notice of it and correct the 
distortions. 

SHRI SANKAR GHOSE (West Bengal): 
Sir, the President's Address has mentioned that 
the law and order will be restored, prices 
brought down, planning emphasised, public 
sector strengthened and international relations 
improved. These are good things. I support 
this. But Sir, what we had expected is some 
concrete programme of the Government, some 
direction in which the economy can move. The 
Government has come with a very massive 
mandate so far as Lok Sabha is concerned. It is 
not a coalition Government. It can implement 
its promises if it chooses. 

One of the most difficult problems before the 
country today is the question of unemployment.   
I would have expected that in the President's 
Address,    the    question    unemployment 
would have found a place of pride and some 
concrete programme would have been there to 
solve, this  problem of unemployment.   Sir, it is 
said that the programme    will come    later in   
the budget.   The Government   has   come only 
recently.   The budget will come after    two 
months. The ruling party which has come to 
power had, in its election manifesto, made 
certain concrete promises to the people.   There 
were certain    promises   which    were very 
salutary and which were    welcome to all the 
parties in this House. In regard to 
unemployment,    it    was mentioned that at    
least one    person from  each family will    be    
provided with employment.   This    was a very 
very good declaration.   It was further 
mentioned that, if necessary, the Constitution   
itself will   be amended    to ensure that at least 
one person from each   family    gets    
employment.   To implement this, if you wait    
for the budget  for  another two months, this 
will get delayed.   In order to ensure that at least 
one person in each family gets employment, we    
have to orient our   planning   policy,   our   
economic policy, our banking policy, our admi-
nistrative approach,    our relationship with the 
entrepreneurs and everyone. And this requires a 
co-ordinated effort. And I hope that when there 
is a reply from the side of the Government, they 
will give a categorical assurance here and now 
that this promise which was made to the 
electorate will be implemented.    I should have 
expected that one of the very first concerns of 
the Cabinet would have been to consider the 
promises that were made to the electorate and to 
ensure that they are fulfilled.   I can assure    the    
Government that if they come with that dec-
laration that at least one member in each   
family   will    get   employment, every party in 
this House will support the Government.   Let it 
not be said that   the election   manifesto of   the 
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[Shri Sankar Ghose] ruling party requires 
another scrutiny. Let it not happen that the 
election manifesto becomes the first casualty 
of the President's Address. Sir, this is on the 
economic question. 

Sir, in the election manifesto it was said 
that a special peace-keeping force will be 
organised, drawn from the minorities, from the 
Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes to 
ensure that the communal violence is con-
tained and the communal disturbances are 
contained. This is again a very good 
declaration. I should have expected that in the 
President's Address. This declaration would 
have foeen reflected, the President would have 
said that we will have a peacekeeping force 
and the entire country would have welcomed 
that proposal. 

Sir, the third thing I wish to mention is 
about the floods and the drought, the natural 
disasters that are taking place throughout the 
country. There was a widespread feeling that 
in spite of what the last Finance Commission 
have done, the amounts provided for meeting 
these natural calamities are not sufficient. And 
in the election manifesto of the ruling party, 
there was a clear promise and a clear 
declaration that a Commission would be set up 
with a corpus of funds to meet these national 
disasters. This is again a very salutary thing 
and I should have expected that the President's 
Address would have contained this. 

Sir, I have mentioned three points. I have 
mentioned about the employment of one 
person in each family; I have mentioned about 
the peacekeeping force, drawn from the Sche-
duled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and the 
minorities; and I have mentioned about a 
Commission with a corpus of funds to deal 
with natural disasters. There are other things 
mentioned in the election manifesto too. There 
is the School health programme and the mid-
day meal programme.   It is mentioned    that    
this 

programme will be expanded so as to cover all 
the children within a period of five years. This 
was a specific, concrete programme and a 
concrete assurance, an electoral pledge given 
to the people. I hope even .now the Govern-
ment will repeat that pledge, that it will not be 
a party pledge, that it will be a governmental 
pledge and an assurance to the nation at large 
that within a period of five years all children 
will be covered by the school health 
programme and the mid-day meal programme. 
These four pledges were made in the election 
manifesto of the ruling party which has set up 
not a coalition Government but a Government 
with massive mandate. I wish all these four are 
implemented. 

Sir, in the election manifesto, it was also 
mentioned that within a period of five years 
drinking water will be supplied to all needy 
villages. Can there by any dispute on this 
matter? Will any Member of the House oppose 
that? If the President had mentioned, "yes, this 
is the pledge of the Government, this was an 
electoral pledge of the ruling party and now 
this is the pledge of the Government,"; the 
entire House would have welcomed it. I wish 
even now that the Government will give an 
assurance that this pledge which that they have 
given to the people will be implemented. This 
is the fifth item from the election manifesto 
and I wish they give a definite assurance. 

Sir, the sixth item in the election manifesto 
concerns the teachers, the teachers who build 
up the future generation, that is the students 
who are the builders of the new India. Sir, the 
teachers have various problems. The election 
manifesto specifically stated that a National 
Commission on teachers will be set up to look 
after their emoluments, to look after their 
conditions and to look after what they require 
so that the teachers can play a more effective 
role in the educational process. 
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Here again this is an urgent need and I 
wish that the Government comes forward 
with a clear assurance on that on that. 

(Time  bell rings) 

Sir, 3o far as the election manifesto is 
concerned, there was declaration contained in 
it that the minority character of the Aligarh 
University will be restored. That was a good 
declartion. I find that it has been reflected in 
the President's Address. But I am sorry to say 
that all the other declarations regarding un-
employment, regarding drinking water, 
regarding teachers, regarding school children 
and regarding natural disasters, they do not 
find any reflection in the President's Address. 
There is still time for the Government to 
make up its mind and come forward with 
those declarations. I hope that the promises 
and pledges given to the electorate* will not 
nowl go before a Secretaries Committee or 
sub-committee which will cause further delay 
and further processing and prevent them from 
ibeing implemented at all. If it was a coalition 
Government, it was a different thing. But it is 
one-party Government having a massive 
mandate, which has come to power on the basis 
of certain pledges given to the people and I 
hope that these pledges will be fulfilled. This 
much about our social and economic  problems. 

Now, in the election manifesto there was 
also a pledge given that the Revolutionary 
Government of Kampuchea will be recognised, 
the Heng Samrin Government will be 
recognised. We know what the Pol Pot regime 
has done. We know the atrocities that had taken 
place. The recognition of a Government is, 
however, not based on whether we like the 
system of Government in other countries but on 
whether the Govern- ! ment has control We 
know that the revolutionary Government is in 
full  control of Kampuchea. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   Please wind 
up now. 

SHRI SANKAR GHOSE: We have seen the 
statement that the Prime Minister made to the 
foreign journalists to the effect that the Re-
volutionary Government is in full control of 
Kampuchea and therefore that has to be 
recognised. I am mentioning all these things 
because the Government can do these things, if 
it has the will and the desire. I hope that its 
energies are not devoted only to the question 
of defection, to the question of possible 
dissolution of State Assemblies to the question 
of destabilisation of State Assemblies. These 
three Ds. defection, dissolution and 
destablisation, which were not mentioned in 
the election manifesto should not have priority 
in Government's policies over those policies 
which were mentioned therein. 

SHRI KHYOMO LOTHA (Naga-land): Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, Sir, at the outset, I would 
like to congratulate the Prime Minister, 
Shrimati Indira Gandhi and her colleagues for 

winning, the election. Through this, we know 
that the people of India have become 
politically conscious. We have  seen  what has     
happened. 

Sir, so far as the question of stable 
Governments is concerned, stability is assured 
not merely by winning an election. Stability 
can be assured by solving the economic 
problems. Therefore, if the question of 
unemployment is solved, if the i pledges that 
have been given are fulfilled there will be 
stability. But I am sorry to say that many of 
those pledges are not even reflected in the 
President's Address. Therefore, I appeal to the 
Government in power that the specific points 
which have been mentioned in the1 election 
manifesto should ibe implemented. The 
election manifesto should not be the first 
casuality after the election has taken place. 
These are sacred pledges given to the people. 
They should be implemented in the spirit of 
national consensus  and goodwill. 
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in 1977 when due to emergency excesses people 
were angry and     they Toted the Janata Party 
into    power. But due to our own    mistakes    
and quarrels within the party leaders the Janata  
Government  could  not  function properly as a 
result    of    which we  have  seen that  the  
people have voted Mrs. Indira Gandhi into 
power once again. But I must tell the ruling 
party that they cannot take the people of India 
for granted. It is not   a licence to do as they 
like, as we discussed yesterday morning as to   
how things are turning to.    We discussed the 
arrest of one very senior     civil officer. I hope 
1976 will not be     repeated. I am quite sure that 
the people have faith in the democratic and 
Parliamentary  system    of     Government and 
that was one of the    reasons for the victory of 
the Congress-I, in    the       elections.      As    
some    of their own members said while mov-
ing the motion on    th»    President's Address, it 
is an act of God. It is an act of God and I do 
believe in it, to save secularism of this      
democratic country.    Unfortunately,  the    
Janata party, espw.alry one ot the members who 
moved the Freedom of Religion Bill, brought 
about a lot of agitation in the rinds of the   
^ligious people in this country and \%e    too      
were very  much   agitated.      And  even as an 
associate member      of the    ruling party we 
had to come out openly to oppose this Bill.     It 
was a most embarrassing situation for us and 
many of us p;?.yed, especially in the north-
eastern region Christians and others, that only 
God could come to their rescue because this Bill 
was not only to suppress   the   Christians   and      
other minorities, it was going to break the 
nation, the integrity of     the    nation. 
Therefore, I believe that it is an act of   God.     
At   the   same time, I feel that what has been  
given to us by God, we must utilise it        
properly. And I do     believe that the    ruling 
party would have learnt enough lessons and 
would look to the welfare 

«f the people. 

Now I come to the problems in the north-
eastern region.      We have discussed at length 
as to what is happening  in   the  north-eastern  
region, particularly in Assam. Our colleagues 
have said  time  and  again      that what is 
happening at present in Assam is because of 
presence of foreign nationals in that State. And 
I, as    a member from this region, say     that 
there are foreign nationals who have infiltrated  
into  this   region  not  only in Assam but also in 
the neighbouring States, and this is agitating    
the minds  of the  people. The movement led by 
students in Assam and other organisations,  
rightly  expressed  in  a peaceful  manner,  their  
demand  that the names of these foreign 
nationals should  not  be  included in the elec-
toral  rolls.      The  caretaker  Government 
should have taken care of it.    I personally also  
sent  a  telegram    on this issue, and I do not 
know whether it is proner on my part to say so, 
that the Chief Election Commissioner should  
have taken a strong position in this matter. In 
that case this agitation  would  not  have   
occurred.     It is true that  many unfortunate      
incidents  took  place,  including loss of life  
and damage to property but in such movements, 
these things do happen and some innocent 
people     also suffer. We are all      sorry for    
that. But it is clear that there are foreign 
nationals and their names have to be removed 
from the      electoral    rolls. Now when the 
Prime Minister    discusses this problem with 
student leaders, and if a system is evolved    to 
remove  these  foreign   nationals,   the same      
should      apply     throughout the    region,    
not    in    Assam     only. Sir, I call this    
movement    headless movement. It is only the 
egg; and the egg is not yet hatched. If a solution 
of   this   problem   is  delayed,  it will take 
another shape. Sir, as you know, in the north-
eastern region, in Naga-land,   the   secession   
movement was started way back in 1946-47 and 
the problem is yet to be solved. Although there 
was an Agreement which came into being   on  
11th November,  1973, and which was signed 
by the under- 
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ground Naga leaders and the representatives 
of the Government of India in the person of 
the Governor of Nagaland, for the solution of 
these Naga problems, yet this question has to 
be finally settled. Iowuld like our Prime 
Minister in whose regime this Agreement 
came into being, to finally solve this problem. 

There are also the Mizo problems. The 
MNF leader who had more or leas agreed to 
settle this issue within the framework of the 
Indian Constitution was brought over here in 
1976, but unfortunately, during the Janata 
regime this case was handled in a wrong way. 
This has provoked the masses in the Mizo 
hills and a lot of violence took place. I am 
sure Mrs. Gandhi knows more about this 
problem ibecause Shri Lai Danga was brought 
over here during her time. I would urge upon 
the Prime Minister to solve this problem 
without delay. 

There are certain other aspects so far as the 
problems concerning the North Eastern region 
are concerned. I would like to point out for the 
benefit of the Government and this House that 
there are people who are fighting for 
secession, there are other groups who are very 
much doubtful of the genuine interests of the 
Central Government as to whether they take 
this North Eastern region as part of the great 
country or not. This is because in 1947 when 
the partition was to take place, at that time this 
North Eastern region, their Assam— was 
nearly given away to Pakistan. Again, as my 
own colleague in the last session pointed out, 
during the Chinese aggression also the entire 
North Eastern region was nearly given away. 
A hopeless message was broadcast tc the 
people of the North Eastern region by the then 
Prime Minister. This has created doubts in the 
minds of the young people. (Time bell rings). 
The other aspect of the problem is the 
presence of foreigners in this region. Added to 
this there is unemployment. Edu-caited 
youths, who have nothing to 60, are very 
much     worried    about 

their future and ibecause of the influx of the 
foreigners the politicians are worried about 
their future. The sons of the soil are worried 
about their political rights. This has been 
brought to light in the form of this agitation 
which is peaceful at present, but as I said, 
once the egg is hatched it will become more 
serious. The movement similar to Assam may 
spread in Nagaland, Mizoram and Manipur. 
Then the entire Eastern region will be very 
badly    affected.   (Time    bell    rings). 

    ; There is one more thing to which I would like 
to draw the attention of the Central 
Govevr.ment. There is a prediction of a very 
serious earthquake which may occur within 
three ycurs. It might occur 20th February this 
year itself.. The prediction has been made by 
the scientists. I want the Central Government 
to go into this because this has created fear in 
the minds of the people. Sir, it is a very 
serious thing for the people     living in    the 

     I North Eastern region. The State Government 
is taken certain measures, but I wolud like the 
Central Government also to go into this and 
and out  .   .   . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is all 
right. Yes, Mr. Ramanand Yadav. 

SHRI KHYOMO LOTHA: Let me wind up 
at least. 

MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You have 
taken such a long time. Yes, Shri Yadav. 
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SHRI AMARPROSAD CHAKRABORTY 

(West Bengal): Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, at 
the very outset I want to remind the present 
Government that the day on which both the 
Houses of Parliament assembled, the 23rd of 
January, was the birthday of Netaji Subash 
Chandra Eose. From the Committee of I.N.A. 
and from my party, we made a 
representation— Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru had 
been President of the Committee—demanding 
a national holiday on the birthday of Netaji 
Subash Chandra Bose. But in spite of 
declaring a holiday o» that day,, the two 
Houses assembled on that day and the 
President's Address does not mention 
anywhere, even as a matter of courtesy, the 
name of Netaji Subash Chandra Bose, a 
national leader. Nowhere is it mentioned. Sir, I 
would only point out one thing. I think you 
have gone through the book ''Last Years of 
British India", by Michael Edward: He says 
the transfer of power in 1947 was effected 
because of infiltration of patriotism in the 
army and so the British Government was 
forced to transfer power to the then Congress. 
And that was due to the mass action of Bapuji 
and also of the activities of revolutionaries and 
of the INA led by Netaji Subash Chandra 
Bose. On that day the President nowhere 
mentions it in hi3 Address nor did the Govern-
ment, which had been ruling for th« 
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last 30 years, declare it a national holiday, the 
birthday of Netaji Subash Chandra Bose. So 
before I start,. I must mention it because it is a 
longstanding demand; we have been de-
manding it every year. Now we are JO 
frustrated seeing the attitude of this 
Government in not declaring this day as a 
national holiday. 

6  P.M. 

Secondly, Sir, I would like to say regarding 
the first paragraph of the President's Address. 
Many things have been said. I am not entering 
into details. Now a massive mandate has been 
given in favour of Mrs. Gandhi, in favour of 
Congrais I. That is the analysis of different 
groups and different parties. But it is an 
admitted fact that because of the infight, 
because of frustration, because of their anger, 
the people cast their vote in favour of 
Congress I. But you will find there was no 
such thing in West Bengal, in Kerala,, in 
Tripura. In spite of their attempts, the people 
have rejected the ruling party. The next point 
is the President has said in his Address that we 
are looking forward to a stable Government. I 
am apprehensive very much of this term 
'stable Government'. There was a stable 
Government, there was a two-thirds majority, 
even after 1971. But what happened at that 
time? For twenty-eight times different State 
Governments were changed with that majo-
rity. The Government had to take recourse to 
issuance of MISA and promulgation of 
Emergency to keep this Government stable 
and the State Government^ toppling. This is a 
stable Government but for what? For what 
purpose? I am afraid tile hopes of the people 
who have returned this so-called stable 
Government will be belied. A stable 
Government nas to take progressive measures. 
You go through the Reserve Bank statistics. 
For want of time I will not quote them. The 
Reserve Bank statistics show that during that 
period only 20 families of India have become 
richer and richer and the poor have become 
poorer and  poorer.    So    while    that 

Government went on giving slogans for 
weaker sections, the poorer sections, the 
labourers, the peasants, we have in fact not 
seen any improvement in their lot for 30 years 
when they were in power. We have statistics 
given by the Reserve Bank and other 
authorities. For want of time I cannot cite 
them all here. It is an admitted fact that only 
capitalist groups only 20 families, are ruling 
India through this Government. And the poor 
people have not been given any relief 
whatsoever from this Government, in the 
President's Address there is no mention of any 
comprehensive economic programme. We 
have the unemployment problem., the labour 
problem, the problem of peasantry. None of 
these problems has been mentioned. Our 
experience of the last 30 years shows that we 
will only be frustrated again and again and 
aga*in our hopes will be belied. 

Regarding Aasam you have heard many, 
friends say one-sided things. I can tell you if 
the problem in Assam is not tackled firmly, 
the situation may lead to disintegration. Who 
are they to decide who are foreigners and who 
are not? The people in Alipore-dwar came 
from Assam and have been living there in 
Assam for generations and generations. The 
people in Naxalbari camp also have been 
living for generations and generations in 
Assam. They have been living there for 
generations and generations. The man from 
Bihar, the man from UP, the man from Nepal, 
the man from Bengal, everybody has been 
described as a foreigner. Who has given them 
that right.. .   (Interruptions). 

SHRI DINESH GOSWAMI (Assam): Sir, 
may I isay. with all humility that statements 
of this kind create more complications? May I 
ask the honourable Member to withdraw such 
remarks? 

SHRI AMARPROSAD CHAKRA-
BORTY: The Chief Secretary sent officers to 
Aliporedwar and Naxalbari and they gave 
reports that would .show that the Chief 
Minister of West 
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[Shri Amarprosad Chakraborty] Bengal 
said rightly that they have come due to fear 
and torture. (Interruptions). There are loots, 
arsons and rapes. Horrible circumstances have 
been created there. Now we are hearing the 
amusing statement that they are foreigners. 
Sir, there are some laws. Let them go to the 
courts and let them decide who are foreigners. 
They had sent telegrams to the Central 
Government and the Caretaker Government. 
They could not tackle it. I would request the 
Government to do something. Otherwise, the 
country will disintegrate. Tomorrow some 
State will say: You come from Bihar, you 
come from Uttar Pradesh, you come from 
Madhya Pradesh. You are living in our 
province. You are all foreigners.. . 

SHRI AJIT KUMAR SHARMA: Mr. Jyoti 
Basu has made a statement—I can read it—
that if you come from Pakistan, I can allow 
you, but if you come from any other part of 
this country, I shall not allow you.. (In-
terruptions) . 

SHRI DINESH GOSWAMI: I am only 
appealing to you.. (Interruptions). I will 
appeal to my friends not to make speeches 
which will further complicate the situation. 
We want Assam problem to be solved. 

SHRI AMARPROSAD CHAKRA-
BORTY; The Prime Minister is here. She 
should settle the problem. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please 
resume your seat. You have made your point. 

SHRIMATI PURABI MUKHO-
PADHYAY (West Bengal): Mr. Chakraborty 
just now said that there are people in Alipur 
who have taken shelter in the camps. They are 
Bengalis and have come away from Assam 
fiirat away from their hearth and homes. To 
say that we cannot even mention it here is 
very unfortunate. Yesterday I gave certain in-
stance not only of Bengalis, but even 

Muslims. The Jamat-e-Uienia General 
Secretary, is here. He came with the 
document.. . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: There is no 
time.    Please resume your seat. 

SHRI AMARPROSAD CHAKRA-
BORTY: I will put only one question to our 
friends who are very vocal. Who killed Mr. 
Rabi Moitra.. (Interruptions)'. 

SHRI DINESH GOSWAMI: I would again     
request..    (Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please 
resume your seat.    Thers is no time. 

SHRI AMARPROSAD CHAKRA-
BORTY: Who did it I can give evidence. 

SHRI DINESH GOSWAMI; You are 
permitting him again. 

SHRI AMARPROSAD CHAKRA-
BORTY; I have only one more request to 
make. I have rather an amendment. I say tha: 
there must be a categorical statement from the 
Prime Minister that there should not be any 
dissolution of any Assembly in any State.    
This is my amendment. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You have 
made your point. 

SHRI AMARPROSAD CHAKRA-
BORTY; For want of time, due to shortage of 
time, I conclude my speech with these 
observations. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Shri 
Harekrushna Mallick.    Five minutes. 

SHRI HAREKRUSHNA MALLtCK 
(Orissa): Mr. Vice-Chairman, while opposing 
the Motion of Thanks, I want to say at the 
outset that on page 1, in paragraph 2, of his 
Address, the President has failed to dilate 
upon how the previous Lok Sabha was dis-
solved. I mention particularly in that context 
that a fellow citizen who is occupying the 
highest office of the land has played a partisan 
role in telling in public that T am not 
interested 
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in. Ayarams and Gayarams.' But actually he 
proved that he was not interested in one Ram 
and that is Shri Jagjivan Ram. Then. I may 
say that Mr. Jagjivan Ram was denied an 
opportunity to prove his majority before the 
House. He was the Leader of the Opposition. 
His claim was not conceded, to form a 
Government. He was denied a chance. 

 

Then, the Government was carried on 
without a Lok Sabha. There may not be a Lok 
Sabha, but Rajya Sabha was also a part of 
Parliament, There were many occasions of 
necessities when the Rajya Sabha should have 
been summoned. Not only I, but many hon. 
Members had demanded this, including Shri 
Bhishma Narain Singh, who is a Member on 
that side. There were many problem.,- to be 
'discussed such as the drought, and more so,, 
the situation in Iran and Afghanistan. We 
could have summoned the Raj'ya Sabha. Now, 
I feel that since there was to be a move for the 
impeachment of the President, the President 
was afraid to summon tnis esteemed House. 

Another point. In 1973, the Government 
dissolved some Assemblies in the same style 
as in 1970. The Lok Sabha was also dissolved 
on the advice of a minority Government. Last 
year also, the Lok Satna was dissolved in the 
same manner. Therefore, I demand that we 
should isee that the actions of the President 
and Governors should either be justiciable in 
a court of law or should be left to be 
discussed in the House itself.. . (Time beU 
rings). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Your time is 
up. Mr. Maurya... (Interruptions) . 
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MR.    DEPUTY    CHAIRMAN:     Mr. 
Scato Swu.    Only five minutes. 971RS—11. 

SHRI SCATO SWU    (Nominated): I     Sir, 
To me, para 20 of the President's Address is the 
most welcome para.   I quote: 

"The Government is committed fully 
to secularism and will take steps to 
ensure that the minorities, while 
preserving their distinct cultural 
identities, enjov a sense of full and equal 
participation in all spheres of national 
life. Legislation for assuring the minority 
character of the Aligarh Muslim 
University will be introduced in the next 
Session." 

Sir, what can be more gratifying and 
encouraging than this expression of 
assurance. In his wisdom, the President has 
reaffirmed Article 25 of the Constitution of 
India which leads: 

".. all persons are equally entitled to 
freedom of conscience and the right 
freely to profess, practise and propagate 
religion." 

The prosecution of Christians hi 
Arunachal Pradesh has been there. We have 
reported the incidents to the Government 
many times for their intervention. I wonder 
what action the Government took in this 
regard. There should be no more reports of 
such nature. In this context, I would suggest 
that there should be an on the spot study 
group for being 3ent to Arunachal Pradesh 
in the event of fresh complaints. Mr. Morarji 
Desai, the former Prime Minister of India 
made three remarkabla statements as ' far as 
we are concerned. Number one, he .said that 
it was a mistake to have given a Statehood 
to Nagaland. We know for sure that that was 
not a liberal statement. The mind of every 
Naga felt disturbed on hearing this shocking 
statement of the Prime Minister of India. 
They questioned each other as to what is 
going to happen again. 

[Mir. Chairman in the Chair] 

Secondly,, Sir,    Mr. Morarji    Desai '     said, 
"We will exterminate the underground  Nagas."    
The    Nagas    feared 
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[Shri Scato SWU] 

that the outcome of the policy of persuasion 
would be surely sabotaged by the policy 
extermination. Thirdly, Mr. Morarji Desai 
.said that it was a wrong thing t0 have annexed 
Sikkim. This statement made the people of 
Sikkim annoyed and unhappy because the 
question of annexation did not arise. The 
people of Sikkim took the decision to merge 
with India on their own volition. 

Sir, I welcome Mrs. Indira Gandhi as the 
Prime Minister of India and I hop» she will 
not go the way of Mr. Morarji Desai. As far as 
the part of the country where we live in is 
concerned, on the 25th January, 1980, on the 
floor of this House Mr. Zail Singh, our Home 
Minister said,, "now the light has come and 
the operator is efficient." We hope thi,? 
statement would be justified in al] respects in 
course of time. Sir, we have not. been 
privileged fully to have equal participation in 
certain spheres of national life. It is my appeal 
that we should be encouraged to have equal 
participation in all spheres of national life. 
Thank you, Sir. 

THE PRIME MINISTER (SHRIMATI 
INDIRA GANDHI): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I 
have listened very carefully to the speeches of 
various hon. Members when I could remain 
present in the House. In the case of others, I 
have gone through the points they have made, 
i regret that'l could not remain present 
throughout the debate, as I had wished to do,, 
as a similar motion was being discussed in the 
other House and there were unavoidable 
engagements connected with the visits of 
various high foreign dignitaries. 

Sir, the debate on the President's Address is 
an occasion to discuss important Government 
policies. It obviously cannot spell out all 
policies. It can deal only with some nnior 
areas and some immediate problems. On our 
part also, we cannot deal with the entire range 
of issues within three days. Also, Sir, the hon. 
Members are well aware that when the 
President's 

speech was written, this Government was 
barely four days old and we were not in a 
position to go in detail into various aspects as 
we did not have even the full knowledge of 
the state of affairs in the country. However, a 
number of important subjects have been 
covered by various speakers and I shall try to 
deal with as many of them as passible. 

Before I get on to the more substantial 
things, I would like to deal briefly With what 
the Janata and the Lok Dal leaders did not 
only to political opponents but also the 
administration after the 1977 elections, it has 
now been repeated time and again that they 
did nothing wrcng^ that there was no 
persecution. I think all those who were even 
remotely in touch with our lives at that period 
are well aware of the campaign of persecution 
which was launched against me, my family, 
my personal staff and my colleagues. Entirely 
politically motivated commissions and 
inquiring authorities were set up, as many as 
34—we are told by the Home Ministry. The 
manner of their functioning was similar to the 
witchhunt period of the middle ages, 
whipping up hysterical campaigns against 
individuals and falsely implicating them. 
Judges and heads of commissions openly met 
the Prime Minister and the Home Minister to 
receive instructions. This was ir:ade obvious 
when the pronouncements made by the 
Government were in fact carried out. Is this 
the independence of the judiciary? 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Shame, shame. 
SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: Not only 

were the so-called accused intimidated. Even 
their old parents, close relatives and even 
distant relatives were threatened, arrested and 
mal-treated. Indiscriminate searches, at times 
when women were all alone at home, the 
sealing of bank lockers, the freezing of bank 
accounts of distant relatives, impounding of 
passports even in some cases where an entire 
stranger happened to have just a similar name, 
are indicative of 1heir attitude.    In one    case    
the    parents 
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were asked to explain expenditure incurred on 
a marriage which took place in 1947! Several 
former Ministers were arrested. Shri Gokhale 
was arrested on a charge fo: giving certain 
advice. Similar advice was given by Mr. Shah 
of the Shah Commission to a private party. 
But no action was taken against him. 
Ministers and CBI officers went abroad 
several times. It Would be interesting to know 
how much was spent on these visits. My own 
arrest, my expulsion from Parliament and 
subsequent imprisonment are not hidden from 
this hon. House and we have many people 
sitting here who took a very active part in 
seeing that I should not be spared in any way. 
They shut their eyes and ears to the plain fact 
that no illegality or improper action had taken 
place on our part and hence nothing could be 
discovered, no matter how many trips they 
took abroad or within India, no matter how 
much they tried themselves or with the aid of 
foreign investigating agencies, such as the 
Interpol. The last such visit by CBI officials 
took place in the beginning of this very month, 
January. 

Some Janata leaders have protested when I 
said that orders were passed that my pictures, 
my father's portraits, should be removed, T 
have been told by a colleague that there was a 
question in this House in which the answer 
clearly stated that the P&T Department had 
given such an order about Pandit  Jawaharlal 
Nehru'.s portraits. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Shame, shame. 

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: I would 
like to share a small incident with the House 
which took " place, rather which came to my 
notice, just yesterday, i received a letter. This 
letter was written in March 1977. It was given 
to one of our Ambassadors. I received it 
yesterday with a covering letter with the date 
of after I was sworn in as the Prime Minister 
saying that that was not the appropriate time 
to deliver this letter and, therefore,, that it wan 
being sent now. The letter, I may add, was 
entirely   non- 

political. It was by somebody who had written 
a book on the festivals, the culture and the 
tourist sit»s of India. But this shows the 
atmosphere which was created by the Janata 
Party and its Government amongst our 
officials whether they were posted in  India or 
abroad. 

Sir, the country is well-aware bow this 
campaign is still continuing. The Janata Party 
and the Lok Dal are not satisfied with what 
they have done in that period. They obviously 
are not satisfied with the result of the election 
and they have not ended their campaign. Some 
responsible people have complained to me 
that in Madhya Pradesh and other States such 
as Rajasthan and U.P., forcible sterilisation is 
now being carried out and the people are 
being told that these are the orders of the new 
Central Govevrnment. I have written to. the 
concerned Chief Ministers and I have no 
hesitation in saying that no such order has 
emanated from the Central Government. A 
similar situation has arisen with regard to 
demolitions* of huts of Hari-jans and other 
poorer people. 

The hand of the RSS which was seen 
during the last 33 months in administartion, in 
police, in eduea-tioal institutions and in civic 
life is still active. In Rajasthan and some other 
States, a wide-spread agitation is going on 
against the reservation of seats for the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. Who 
is behind this agitation? In Parliament,, the 
other day, we decided to continue this re-
servation of seats in legislatures. But these 
people want to create a type of class war on 
this issue. Cur people believe that the State 
Government is encouraging  this   agitation. 

The Janata is not the only party persecuting 
us. The Marxists were allying themselves 
with Janata until they were convinced that 
they had no majority. For thirty months, the 
leftists had foreotten all about RSS 
communalism. They were a party to the 
Janata-created crisis and its serious 
consequences. 
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[Shrimati Indira Gandhi] 
The sense of constitutional propriety of 

many hon. Members was benumbed when the 
Janata party dismissed Congress Governments 
in the States in 1977. How many of the people 
who are today   

SHRI YOGENDRA      SHARMA 
(Bihar):   We  all opposed this. 

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI; 1 would 
just like to know how many people in this 
hon. House had opposed this at that moment 
when it took place? How many? 

SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND (Punjab):  
The  entire  CPl group. 

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: How 
many had spoken up against their other 
irregularities and wrong doings? When they 
had majority, there was nothing wrong with 
the electoral system; there was nothing wrong 
with having a large number of seats. But 
because we have come, it is said that the 
electoral system is to be changed; it does n°t 
really represent the people. This double think-
ing and double standard is typical of the 
Janata party. They are now belittling the 
decisive mandate by resorting t0 quibbling and 
statistical jugglery. 

We are advised on various platforms by the 
Marxists to adopt the socio-economic 
philosophy 0f China which is now a partner of 
capitalist Europe and America. We have 
chosen the path of democracy in all facets of 
our national life. We do not want to follow 
the path which China has followed, the path 
which led them to total isolation until recently 
and the path which has now drawn them into 
the arms of capitalist society. 

Sir, in this House, mention was made by 
several Members to Centre-State relations. 
The Constitution gives full rights tp the States 
and we are anxious that this should not be 
diluted in any way. I have declared many a 
time that if there is any special difficulty, we 
will always 

be ready to discuss such matters with them. 
However, nothing should be done to weaken 
the Centre and lessen its capacity to help the 
weaker States or weaker areas or weaker 
sections or to handle situations of crisis to 
strengthen and enhance the prestige of the 
nation. The Centre is also called upon to help 
in Inter-State disputes although the best way 
of solving sucn differences is to have an 
acceptable arrangement between the States 
concerned themselves. This matter was also 
gone into in detail by the Administrative 
Reforms Commission and they recommended 
that no change in the Constitution was called 
for. 

There has been lot of shouting and anxiety 
expressed about the dissolution of the State 
Assemblies. Perhaps, this is the result of a 
guilty conscience of the Janata and the Lok 
Dal Parties. In 1977 they took the 
unprecedented step of demanding that various 
Chief Ministers should resign and dissolve 
their Legislative Assemblies of face action by 
the Centre. When they refused to oblige, the 
Centre at one stroke dissolved these 
Legislative Assamblies. The same people now 
loudly clamour that in spite of the verdict of 
the people in favour of our parties, Assemblies 
in the States ruled by the Janata Party or the 
Lok Dal should not be dissolved. This shows 
inconsistency of their stand and the lack of 
principle underlying their argument. 
Numerous other people, such as Governors 
and others, were made to quit their posts at 
that time. 

I believe that there is also an effort being 
made that these State Governments should 
create as much difficulty for the Centre as 
possible in the implementation of our declared 
objectives and declared programmes in our 
election manifesto. Some hon. Members have 
moaned about stabilisation or destabilisation. 
Who started this process? Agitational politics 
was resorted to from 1973 to 1975, taking 
advantage of the difficult economic situation    
that    was fuelled    by the 
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international economic crisis, the monetary 
crisis, the energy crisis, internal economy, 
severe drought conditions and last but not 
least, the burden of the Bangladesh war. The 
experiment was started in Gujarat and then 
extended to Bihar. It w.as the same people 
who started the pro-cess of destabilisation in 
this country who are now charging us of 
destabilisation. It was they who started the 
physical assaults and civil disobedience, 
including thecall to the Army and the Police 
to disobey lawful orders of the Government. 
Even a hunger strike was resorted to for the 
dissolution of the Gujarat Assembly. External 
forces also assisted in the manipulations. 

Stability seems to have become a dirty word 
in the political lexicon of certain forces. 
Having worked for instability through 
inherently contradictory alliance they now feel 
rebuffed by the electorate. On our part, we see 
stability as an integral element of progress and 
advancement, of a decisive thrust forward for 
change and development, of social 
transformation and of political cohesion. 
Stability means not whether governments are 
changing or not changing or even how much 
majority a government has. I should like to 
remind this hon. House that for nearly a year 
and a half my Government was in a minority, 
but there was no feeling of insecurity 
anywhere in the country. Insecurity is how the 
people feel. That the people felt insecure and 
they felt that the country wag unstable even 
when the Janata had 250 members, that is a 
fact of life. And that today with our coming 
they feel the opposite, that is also a fact of life. 
Therefore, instability is not going to come 
whether a government goes nor stays, but in 
how the government is functioning and how 
secure different sections of the people feel, 
how secure the weaker sections feel, how 
secure the minorities, whether they are the 
Muslims or the Christians or the Sikhs or the 
Buddhists, feel. That is what security is. 

Assam  is   a   vrery   delicate   subject just 
now.   I sympathise  with     those who    are  
suffering    there, who    are being denied 
various essentials. Every life is valuable, but 
experts are especially so. We share the sorrow 
of these people with    anguish in our hearts. 
But  I  also share  the feelings of the hon.   
Member who said here that at this    moment,    
the    major    concern should    be  how to  ease 
the tension, how to defuse hatred or dislike. 
And that cannot happen if we  blame one 
another.  This is why even when you know 
what is happening, you try not to  talk  about 
it—rather  not to  give it publicity.   We  can 
certainly     talk about    it.     I   have    
discussed    this matter    with     the  Leaders  
of     the Opposition parties and, you all know 
that I  accepted their suggestion that we  should    
call the  leaders    of  the political parties in 
Assam and discuss this matter with them so 
that we can find  a  solution   to  which,   we   
hope, they will also subscribe. If we find a 
solution   here  and   those   people   say, "we 
are not going to honour it",    it will not help us 
in any way. That is why it is important   not to 
aggravate such feelings. I have personally seen 
during  the  language  riot3  in  Assam how 
very sensitive  and  touchy     the people 
become and the most innocent remark  leads  to  
an  aggravation     of the whole situation and it 
may even lead   to   somebody  dying   or      
being injured.  That is why we feel that in such 
situations, we must be extremely  careful with 
our words  and    our actions.   It does not mean 
a lack of concern.   In fact, it means the oppo-
site.   So deep is our concern, so deep is our  
anxiety  that  we  must,  rather than  talking  
about  it, bend  all     our energies  to  solve  the  
problem   while appreciating   the   difficulties   
of      the local      people—but   in   "local"'   
there are    people    of    all    religions     and 
languages—and        appreciating      the 
difficulties of all those who are today being 
called foreigners. 

Today even those who had settled in Assam 
in the wake of Partition and in the migration 
from what was then East Pakistan in 1964 are 
being 
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foreigners.       People speaking non-
Assamese Indian languages  are  being 
intimidated. 

Some    initiatives    have been taken. 
Detailed discussions      with      the 
Governor have taken place. The students are 
coming to meet me, I am meeting them 
tomorrow. In the meantime, we have 
intensified the patrolling on the border to 
make it more difficult for people to come in. 
Before we make other comments, we should 
wait until these meetines are over and see 
what is their outcome. 

An hon. Member has drawn attention to the 
recent crime wave in Delhi. It is obvious that 
this a continuation of the crime wave which 
has been sweeping the capita), during the last 
33 months. The number of cognizable crimes 
in Delhi is: 1976—. 23,105, 1977—35,856, 
1978—43,383 and only the first half of 
1979—21,370. This shows what a stupendous 
task we have before us to improve the law and 
order situation. 

Atrocities on Harijans were men 
tioned in the President's Address. As 
you know, I was one of the very few 
people—I do not know actually if 
anybody else went to reach Belchi in 
very difficult circumstances and at a 
time when my own party members 
there were very reluctant to allow 
me to go and had made absolutely 
no arrangements. It was only when 
my party and I expressed our de 
termined wish to go there even if 
we had to walk,all night and we had 
actually started walking that they 
hurriedly produced an elephant. 
That could only give some relief to 
three or four of us and the rest, 
including my hon. friend Mr. Sharma, 
had to do it on foot, even swim 
ming where the road was 
broken.   And of course        I 
do not want to forget the ladies. My friend, 
Mrs. Saroj Khaparde—I do not know where 
she is sitting— braved it also and did the 
whole trip on foot. Now, the atrocities on the 
Harijans: 

The number of cases reported in : 
1976 ........................................ 5>986

1977 ........................................  I0379 

1978     ... . 15,059 

1979......................................... 10,49a 

(upta September) 

These are all figures gathered at the time of 
the Janata party rule. 
Communal violence:  It ia certainly 

understandable   if  concern  was     expressed 
for the rising trend in communal  violence   
during  the   last     33 months. But one hon. 
Member went on to say that the violence wag  
due to wrong policy of the Congress and that 
there    was    no   communal    violence during 
the Janata rule.  I should like to quote some 
figures to refute    the statement.  Actually, there 
is no need for  figures.     You  have  only  to   
see the feelings of the minorities    themselves.     
You    have    only to   go    to Jamshedpur, to 
Aligarh   or to Purnea or any of the numerous 
places where such    clashes   have  taken    
place   to talk to them.   And the same ia true 
about the Harijans.   It is not     what we  did or 
we  did not  do.     Even  if we  leave  that  aside,   
what   do     the Harijana themselves feel?  What 
have they said? This is the question,    and this 
has made very clear to me.    In fact,  it is my 
concern for them  and my deep distress  at the  
stories they told me as early as May, 1977 or 
even earlier,  perhaps,  I think,   the end  of 
April, 1977, which urged me to go to some  of  
the  places   which  I   visited and to    come 
back into    public life. Before that I was sitting 
quiet. These Harijans whose lands had been 
taken back from    them, the    Harijans who had 
been driven out of their villages, who had    
been  driven    out  of their houses,  and whose 
houses had    been burnt, the Harijans in whose  
drinking water wells dirt had been thrown, and 
the tribals started coming to me almost 
immediately, after  the  Parliamentary  election   
in   1977  with  facts and figures which we  were 
told.     I had  specially  gone  at  that  time     to 
see  the  Prime Minister,  Mr.  Morarji 
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I may add that these are Janata party 
Government figures, the figures given in the 
various cities where communal riots took 
place, and which I visited, were far higher 
than these. In fact, I doubt if the Muslim com-
munity which suffered, will accept these  
figures   at  all. 

I do not have to remind this House or the 
general public that the Congress has always 
stood for and promoted communal harmony in 
our country. Whenever there had been 
communal tension from the days of Ganesh 
Shankar Vidyarthi, Congress men were the 
first to rush there to help in establishing peace 
and to help in affording relief to the victims. 
The leaders of the Congress Party were the 
first to condemn the communal violence All 
of you know that when this, violence has 
taken place in the last 33 months, members of 
the Janata Party themselves, named some of 
their partners as being responsible for the 
clashes. It is no wonder that the law and order 
situation worsened and that Harvjans and 
minorities were the special victims 0f this 
persecution. The police and para-military 
forces which are normally expected to provide 
protec- 

tion, were thoroughly demoralised because of 
political interference, which ultimately 
compelled some of them to go on strike. They 
had to resort to an agitational approach for the 
redress of their grievances. In this situation, 
the police was not eager to register cases when 
complaints reached them. They were not eager 
to chase the culprits when thefts took place. 
They were not eager to bring to book anti-
social elements when Harijans and minorities 
were intimidated. In many instances, cases 
had to be withdrawn if the involved people 
belonged to the then ruling party, especially in 
the States. 

The Leader of the Opposition has referred 
to the misuse of mass media. I think all our 
people on this side are well aware of the 
misuse of the media made by him and his 
Government by distorting and suppressing 
facts, by giving repeated publicity to state-
ments which were not substantiated later, by 
overplaying news concerning not his own 
party but his group in that party and by 
coercing proprietors of newspapers to remove 
journalists who did n°t follow their line. The 
media lost credibility to such an extent that 
even solid supporters of the Janata Party 
confessed 
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that they had to listen to foreign broadcasts for 
a more correct version of what was happening 
in India. Some hon. Members sitting opposite, 
Shri Piloo Mody and Shri Bhanu Pratap Singh 
from the Opposition, have tried to show that 
the last two-and-a-half years have been good 
years of economic growth. Whom are they 
trying to fool? 

AN  HON.   MEMBER;  Themselves. 

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: The facts 
are entirely contrary to this, as any report 
produced in their time by the Government will 
prove. I can only give some selected indica-
tors. If you want more figures, they are easily 
available. The average annual rate of growth 
of Gross National Product during 1974-77 
was 3.8 per cent; from 1977 till now it is 3.2 
per cent. The increase in index of industrial 
production then was 6.1% now it is 3.8 per 
cent. Exports: 26.8 per cent then; now 6.2 per 
cent. Electricity generation: 9.9 per cent then; 
now, 7.1 per cent. Coal production: 8.7 per 
cent then; now minus 0.4 per cent. Railways: 
revenue earning traffic—tonnes originating: 
9.5 per cent then; now, minug 3.4 per cent. 

The hon. Member, Shri Mody talked of the 
Janata Government bringing down sugar 
prices to Rs 2.50 to Rs. 3.00 per kilo. He has 
ignored the fact that this was only a temporary 
phenomenon resulting from high production 
of sugarcane. Even this was brought about by 
the progressive policies towards sugarcane 
farmers followed in the past which helped 
them to grow more cane. But the sugar policy 
was not steady and resulted in prices shooting 
up to even Rs. 6.00 per kilo from early 1979 
onwards. Even the issue price of levy sugar 
had gone to Rs. 2.85 per kilo under the Lok 
Dal Government as against Rs.  2.15 per kilo  
when     the 

Congress Government had left power. I might 
also say that the treatment of the sugarcane 
giowers was such that for the next crop, many 
have decided not to go jn for sugarcane. Hence 
we face a situation when there will be an acute 
sugar shortage. Why have they done so. 
Because they went to Choudhury Charan 
Singh and perhaps also to the Prime Minister. 
They were told, "why have you grown so 
much sugarcane? Who told you to grow so 
much sugarcane?" This was their attitude. 
Instead of solving people's problems and trying 
to help them, there was always an attitude 
which created further difficulties for them and 
which was bound to create difficulties for the 
nation as a whole later on. There has been talk 
also of stability in prices in the last 30 months. 
What are the figures? The wholesale index 
average for the year 1974-75 was 174.9, in 
1975-76 —173, in 1976-77—176, in 1977-78 
it shoots up to 185.8 and it remained at that. 
Annual rate of inflation was 25.2 in 1974-75; 
the next year we brought it down to —1.9. In 
1976-77 it went up a little to 2. But next year it 
goes up to 5.2 and for this year it was 
estimated at 17; but this is an estimated figure. 
Prices rose in 1973-74 and 1974-75. But anti-
inflational measures of the late 1974 resulted in 
a continuous decline of prices for the next 18 
months. Prices rose by „20 per cent during 
1979. But the then Government which was in a 
much stronger position because of food and 
foreign exchange reserves could not control 
the inflation. Prices of several essential 
commodities registered a very sharp increase 
from March 1977 t0 July f979. There was a 
much bigger jump in respect of some 
commodities of daily consumption from July 
to December 1979 causing allround misery. 
This is wholesale price index. I have also 
separate figures for surveys which took place 
jn Delhi, in Bombay and so on which are even 
clearer, but I do not want to take the time of 
the House. 
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Now I have here figures of wholesale price 
index from March 1977 to July 1979 in 
percentage. Onions which rose by 41.5 per 
cent in 1977-79, from July to December 1979 
went up to 139.8 per cent. Sugar which rose 
by 2.8 per cent between March 1977 and July 
1979 went up to 11.1 per cent in July to 
December, 1979, Careals which rose by 4.3 per 
cent went up to 10.3 per cent. Edible oils from 
5.9 per cent to 9.4 per cent. 

The Janata Party has claimed that the export 
of foodgrains under their Government was 
because they stepped up agricultural 
production. Agricultural production cannot be 
step>-ped up as a miracle. It did increase in 
1977-79 but s0 it did in previous years als°- 
They had good rain and they had the 
infrastructure which we had built which had 
helped the far. mer to increase his production. 
Food production increased from 69 million 
tonnes in 1955-56 to 121 million tonnes in 
1975-76. The export of food-grains was made 
possible only because 0f the buffer stocks of 20 
million tonnes which we had left in March 
1977. These stocks were built by massive 
procurement in the years 1975-77. 

Irrigation; I heard one Member quoting a 
Soviet expert. That expert rightly praised 
Indian planning in that context, because it was 
the proper planning and investment in the ear-
lier years of Congress rule which enabled the 
creation of irrigation Potential of this high 
order in 1977-78. Irrigation projects take time 
to yield benefit. And therefore the benefits in 
1977-79 arose only from projects which had 
been planned and started much earlier. 

I share the deep concern of honourable 
Memberg about unemployment. This problem 
has to be tackled by certain immediate 
programmes and finally to have real impact by 
development  as a whole.   We have pro. 

moted      programmes like        the 
20-point programme, small farmers' 
development agendas, etc. which will increase 
employment opportunities.. In the five years 
from 1972 these gave a high level of 
employment. In IS72, the size of the labour 
force in millions was 240 and the level of 
unemployment in millions was 16.Q. In 1977-
78, the size of the labour force was 273 
millions,, but the level of unemployment 
remained about the same. This clearly shows 
that nearly 33 millions added to the labour 
force have found employment. 

7 P.M. 

What is the record °f the Janata Party in 
this field? The number of job seeker.3 on the 
Live Registers of Employment Exchange', 
increased sharply even in 1977-73 from 10.81 
millions to 12.33 millions. This wa3 the 
period when those Governments were talking 
constantly about relieving  unemployment. 

In any debate, there is always a reference to 
Garibi Hatao and the increase in the number 
of people below the poverty line between 
1966 and 1976. What is the source of the 
figures given by the hon. Member, I do not 
know. In any case those figures are not 
correct. According to the estimates made in 
the Planning Commission, the number of 
people below the poverty line in 1968-69 was 
about 28 crores representing 53 per cent of the 
total population. By 1977-78, this had come 
down to about 49 per cent as the percentage of 
the total population. These estimates can only 
be approximate and the removal of poverty is 
not something to be accomplished in a few 
years. It is a process that will take a long time 
nnd we must  dedicate ourselves to this task. 

Figures and statistics give different types of 
pictures. I myself have been travelling 
continuously, not from today, not since I am 
in office, but long before that. Except for 
come breaks while I was abroad,, almost 
continuously I have been    travelling    either 
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with my parents or alone since 1930. I have, 
therefore, had the opportunity of seeing the 
changes. I have been to places where there 
were no roads and places where I had to walk 
twelve miles a day for several days and I have 
seen the changes in the people. There is 
change in the health especially of children 
and women, there is change in the clothes 
they wear. Therefore, to g0 on saying that no-
thing has been done in all these years is not a 
matter to be proud of because you are 
denigrating not the Congress Party, but the 
people of India. It is their endeavour, their 
struggle and it is their hard work that has 
achieved this. What we have done is to help 
them by having the correct policy and by 
giving a definite direction in which they 
should move. But the endeavour and sacrifice 
has been theirs, whether it is our farmers or 
industrial workers or our brilliant,. young 
technologists, engineers, scientists and 
professional people. 

The industrial production in 1979 has 
declined very sharply. There have been 
months together of zero or negative growth. 
This naturally had its impact on the external 
trade. Poor manufactures have necessitated 
higher imports. Items such as steel, cement, 
coal and aluminium some of which we were 
exporting are now being imported in large 
qantities. Imports have registered a growth of 
13.8 per cent in 1977-78 over 1976-77, and 
12.7 per cent in 1978-79 over the previous 
year. That also shows a high increase iu the 
period of April to November 1979. When the 
percentage in the increase in imoorts touches 
16.7 per cent. This has led to the widening of 
the trade deficit. The balance of trade has 
gone up in April to November 1978. The 
figure is provisional. In that period it was 
minus Rs. 729.25 crores. And next year, 1979, 
April—November., it was about minus R>3. 
1181.3 crores. 

An Hon. Member complained that the 
public sectors had languished during the 
Janata rule and asked   what 

the new Government is doing. During our last 
year in Government, i.e. 1976-77, the public 
sector had made a net profit of Rs. 239 crores. 
In the first year of the Janata rule, there was a 
net loss of Rs. 91 crores... (Interruptions). 
What we have built up brick by brick was 
damaged within two years. We have to 
motivate the workers and the managers of the 
public sector again to put in their best. They 
are capable of better performance and I have 
no doubt they will show much better results 
from now on.. . (Interruptions). 

Before I go on to the foreign policy a word 
about Nagaland. I should like to assure the 
hon. Member who spoke about this of my 
deep sympathy for the Naga people. Perhaps 
he knows that when I first formed the Govern-
ment in 1966 there was severe fighting in 
Nagaland. It was I whc took the initiative, 
called the leaders here, and as a result of long 
talks—when at times it seemed almost 
impossible that they would yield any results—
we reached an agreement. Nagaland formed 
its own Government and started on 
development works. I know it has a long way 
to go, but the people are talented and patriotic, 
and I am sure that with their hard work and 
whatever help we can give, they will soon 
achieve a better standard of living ....   
(Interruptions). 

This applies not only to the Nagas but to all 
our tribal people. They have had a raw deal 
over the centuries, and it is our duty now—we 
cannot make up for this in, a few years— to 
bend all our energies to do as much as 
possible, whether they are Mizos, Khasis, 
Garos or other tribal people in different parts 
of India. 

We must also assure greater representation 
to the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled 
Tribes and the minorities in the spheres of 
service and national activity. That is not only 
fair to them but essential for national harmony 
and the strengthening of our society. 
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We are committed to an effective 
public distribution system. We had 
just started to form it. It was not easy 
for us to build up the system because 
that was a period cf shortages. But 
we did hope that once the shortage 
wae over, this system v/ould be 
strengthened. Unfortunately,.     the 
Janata Party does not believe in this type of 
service to the people and, therefore, they did 
not keep it up. Now to build it again and 
make it effective is going to be one of the 
task which has  to be undertaken. 

Our foreign policy has always been 
consistent. The world today is at a critical 
juncture in the unending East-West rivalry 
for dominance. We do not wish to be a part 
of this rivalry. In fact, we want it to be 
channelled constructively. We also appeal to 
our neighbours to realise that the history of 
the post-War period has unquestionably 
demonstrated that smaller countries have 
nothing to gain by becoming pawns in the 
battle of supremacy between the other 
powers. 

It has been our sad experience that arms 
given to Pakistan for whatever purpose have 
always been used against India. We are not 
afraid of Pakistan conquering India. But we 
are concerned that the induction of arms into 
Pakistan will encourage those who are 
against the process of normalisation. 

We feel that the solution to the problem of 
Afghanistan should emerge • from this region 
without interference by outside powers. We are 
prepared to initiate dialogues with our neigh-
bours to achieve this end, and we appeal to our 
friends not to take any action that would 
frustrate this objective. There is not much that I 
wish to say regarding our foreign policy at this 
stage. Somebody has said that there is 
confusion in my mind or that I have been 
changing. I have not changed my attitude. I 
made it clear during the election campaign and 
that has remained our approach since that is in 
line with our policy of non-alignment. 
Especially at this time our 

first and major concern is for the achievement 
of detente. We emphasize the stand we have 
taken. Detente was a big step towards lasting 
world peace. Unfortunately, now that has been 
thrown to the winds and once again we have 
the cold war situation. Europe has a genius of 
picking up problems which are basically 
European problems and putting them on to 
some other continent so that they themselves 
can avoid the unpleasantness and misery. The 
rivalry between the big powers has left the 
European borders and is causing tension in 
Asia. Our major concern today is not to see 
who is right and who is wrong, but to see how 
we can possibly prevent this cold war from 
turning into a fighting hot war. This is our 
major concern and that is why we are being 
extremely careful about what we say. The 
broad outlines of our foreign policy have been 
clearly denned in the President's Address. I 
should like to emphasise that the mandate 
which we have received from the people has 
considerably enhanced the prestige of India in 
the rest of the world. The world sees in it a 
strong and stable Government which is 
capable of projecting the right image of India 
and playing our traditionally leading role in 
international affairs. 

SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND: What 
about Kampuchea? It was mentioned in your 
election manifesto. 

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: 
Obviously, We stand by whatever we said in 
our election manifesto. Or else why did we 
put it there? We have declared our policy 
regarding Kampuchea even before the 
elections were declared and before there was 
any question of a manifesto. The Janata Party 
is very strong in asking us to condemn what 
has happened in Afghanistan. I do not 
remember if they condemned the Chinese 
aggression in Vietnam or the bringing down 
of democratic regimes and other interferences 
in different parts of the world. As I said 
earlier, we have not changed 
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our minds about these matters.    They are 
consistent with our foreign policy which has 
been clear from the beginning and we have no 
intention of diverting from it.   One hon. 
Member mentioned Kampuchea.    I would  ask 
the Janata Party whether they have not heard of 
the atrocities committed on the people there 
when half the population was wiped out by the 
Pol Pot regime.   I have not heard a word of 
condemnation or any desire for democracy there 
or      any such sentiment expressed by most     
of the Members sitting opposite here.   One hon. 
Member referred to India's relations with the 
ASEAN countries.   We have established  good     
relations  with ASEAN countries  and  propose  
to  strengthen them further. Just within a week 
of the formation of my Government,  I had very    
useful talks with the    Deputy Prime Minister 
of Malaysia. 

Mention has also been made of the African 
people's struggle in Southern Africa. Our firm 
support to the African people for majority rule 
in Southern Africa is so well known that it 
needs no reiteration. It is a delibera-rate 
mischief to even suggest that there can be any 
change in our constant stand in support of the 
people of Southern Africa. Fortunately, the 
people who are involved in the struggle know 
me and my policies. They know the support 
which we have always given them and which 
we shall continue to give them until they are 
fully free. One hon. Member opposite knows 
of mv very close involvement with the struggle 
in South Africa. I have not dealt with the 
amendments separately but have covered most 
of them in my reply. I hope. hon. Members 
will not press their amendments now. The 
principal directions of the Government's policy 
have been set out in the President's Address 
and in the coming weeks and months, this 
House will have an opportunity to consider 
various matters that the Government will bring 
forward to give a concrete shape to its 
commitment to resume the 

process of national building, a process in 
which I hope to have the co-operation of all 
sections of the House. I thank all the hon. 
Members for the interest they have taken and 
the contribution they have made to this debate. 
Now that they have expressed their views in 
full, may I request them once more to 
withdraw their amendments? The enormous 
task facing the Government and the nation 
demands the co-operation of all. Thank you 
for your attention. 

Sir, 1 now commend ^the Motion moved 
by Shri A. R. Antulay to the House. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. Mover of the 
Resolution has a right of reply. 

SHRI A. R. ANTULAY (Maharashtra): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, after the Prime Minister's 
very lucid speech I don't think I should take 
the time of the House. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I shall now pro 
ceed to put the amendments to vote, 
calling out the names of the hon. 
Members who have moved the amend 
ments. If they have been clubbed 
together..........  

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, the Prime 
Minister is tired also. And she has appealed. 
Out of human sympathy for her, I am 
prepared to withdraw most of my 
amendments, except one and that is 
amendment No. 104. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You cannot speak for 
everybody. Let them speak for themselves. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I am speaking 
for myself. But human sympathy is the 
personal factor. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now Mr. V. B. 
Raju. You have got amendment Nos. 
8 and 85. ] 

SHRI V. B. RAJU: I am not pressing my 
amendments 
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"Amendment Nos. 8 and 85 were, by leave, 
withdrawn. 

MR.    CHAIRMAN:    No   speech   is 
allowed. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Jagdish Prasad 
Mathur—amendment Nos. 9 and 10. 

SHRI JAGDISH PRASAD MATHUR 
(Uttar Pradesh)- Sir, I withdraw my 
amendments. 

*Amendment Nos. 9 and 10 were, by 
leave, withdrawn. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri P. Rama-murti. 
You have got amendment Nos. 11 to 38. 

SHRI P. RAMAMURTI; I withdraw all my 
amendments except the one which Mr. 
Bhupesh Gupta did not withdraw. 

'Amendment   Nos.    11 to   38   were, by 
leave, withdrawn. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Hari Shan-ker 
Bhabhra, you have got two amendments—
Nos. 39 and 108. 

SHRI HARI SHANKER BHABHRA 
(Rajasthan): I withdraw my amendments. 

^Amendment Nos.  39 and 108 were, by 
leave, withdrawn. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Kalraj Mishra, you 
have amendment No. 40. 

SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA: I with->draw 
my amendment. 

*Amendment No 40 wad, by leave, 
withdrawn 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Shiv Chandra 
Jha—amendment Nos. 41 to 49. 

 

*For text     of      amendments, vide 

 

♦Amendment Nos. 41 to 49 were, by leave, 
withdrawn. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, Mr. Sankar 
Ghose, there are Amendment Nos. 50 to 52 
and 137 to 141 in your name. 

SHRI SANKAR GHOSE: Sir, 1 withdraw 
my amendments. 

♦Amendment Nos. 50 to 52 and 137 to 141  
Werte,   yeave,   withdrawn 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, Shri Kul-karni 
has amendment No. 72 in his name. 

SHRI A. G. KULKARNI (Maharashtra): 
Sir, I withdraw my amendment. 

* Amendment No. 72 was, by leave, 
withdrawn 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, Amendment 
Nos. 73 to 80 are in the name of Shri Syed 
Shahabuddin. 

debates dated the 28th January, 1980. 
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SHRI      SYED SHAHABUDDIN 
(Bihar): Sir, I withdraw my amendments. 

♦Amendments Nos. 73 to 80 were, by by 
leave, withdrawn 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Amendment Nos. 81 to 
83 are in the name of Shri Bagaitkar. 

SHRI SADASHIV BAGAITKAR 
(Maharashtra): Sir, I withdraw my 
amendments. 

♦Amendment Nos.  81 to 83 were, by leave, 
withdrawn 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, Mr. Dhabe, there 
is Amendment No. 84 in your name. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE (Maharashtra): Sir, I 
withdraw my amendment. 

♦Amendment No. 84 was, by leave, 
withdrawn 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, Mr. Bhupesh 
Gupta, there are Amendment Nos. 86 to 104 
and 128 to 136 in your name. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, I withdraw 
Amendment Nos. 86 to 103 and 128 to 130 
and not Amendment No. 104. Amendment 
No. 104 is, of course, in the name of leaders 
of other parties also. 

♦Amendment Nos. 86 to 103 and 128 to 136 
were, by leave, withdrawn 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; I am pressing 
Amendment No. 104 to a vote. 

DR. RAM KRIPAL SINHA (Bihar): Sir, 
except the Prime Minister, I will request the 
hon. Ministers who are not Members of this 
House to kindly vacate before voting. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; Sir, that is not 
necessary.   (Interruptions). 

♦For text of amendment, vide de 
bate dated the 28th January, 1980. 

Sir, whatever they may do outside,, here they 
will pot indulge in false voting. 

DR. RAM KRIPAL SINHA; My friend, the 
Minister of Parliamentary Affairs w*11 bear 
witness to me. It was he who pressed this 
question and the Ministers in the prevk>ua 
Government used to withdraw. 

THE LEADER OF THE, OPPOSITION 
(SHRI LAL K. ADVANI): Mr. Chairman, Sir, 
it need not be so. It did happen last time. It has 
not happened in the Lok Sabha also. Hon. 
Member who are Ministers they may remain 
here. The only thing is that they should not 
press Wrong buttons.   That is all. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Nobody who is not a 
Member of this House will be allowed by me 
to vote. That is the end of the matter. 

Now, before Amendment No. 104 is put to 
vote can I go through with the rest of them? 

Mr. Alexander Warjri, Amendment Nos. 
105 to 107 and 109 stand in your name. 

SHRI ALEXANDER WARJRI: Sir, I 
withdraw Amendment Nos 105 to 107 and  
109. 

♦Amendment Nos. 105 to 107 and 109 were, 
by leave, withdrawn 

MR. CHAIRMAN; Now, Mr. Advani. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI; Sir, except for 
amendment No. 104, I withdraw all other 
amendments. 

♦Amendments Nos. 115 to 127 were, by 
leave, withdrawn 

SHRIMATI LEELA DAMODARA 
MENON (Kerala): Sir, my amendment before 
the House is not withdrawn,  formally.   I was 
here. 

♦For text of amendment, vide debate dated 
the 28th January, 1980, 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: May I remind the 
Member that the amendment has to be moved 
in person. You were not here. 

Now, Mr. Bhupesh Gupta, do you press 
amedment   No. 104? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Yes. I am 
reading out the amendment. 

104. "That at the end of the Motion, the 
following be added, namely: — 

T>ut regret that the Address does not 
take notice of the disturbing attempts to 
engineer defections on a large scale in 
the Assemblies in the States under the 
non-Congress " (I) governments and even 
to Arbitrarily dissolve such assemblies in 
flagrant violation of all federal 
principles, nor does it give any assurance 
that the Government will not in any 
manner encourage, directly or indirectly, 
such attempts at subverting the 
Constitution and flouting democratic 
norms and standards." 

 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr Maurya, the-House 
% Tlbw proceeding to a division on that 
motion. You have withdrawn your  
amendments. 

SHRI BUDDHA PRIYA MAURYA: I am 
also there in 104. I have every right to speak. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have no right to 
speak now. The House will now proceed to a 
division. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: At least, 
his name be deleted. 

SHRI DINESH GOSWAMI: Sir, before 
you proceed for division, may I make one 
submission to both sides of the House? 

Sir, what I am trying to submit is, the 
opposition has voiced a very serious concern 
on the matter which Mr. Bhupesh Gupta has 
raised but there is also a convention in this 
House, which we have followed, that we do 
not normally vote in the President's Address. 
At every time when these motions have come 
up, all the times this has been resolved by 
mutual adjustment between the Treasury 
Benchese and the Opposition. May I, 
therefore, request the Treasury Benches that 
when the Opposition Benches have voiced 
certain feelings through amendments, etc., 
they should give some reaction so that we may 
avoid the kind of situation which is going to be 
an: unpleasant convention? 

This is not a point of order. Please resume 
your seat. 
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[Shri Dinesh Goswami] 
I would also like to point out that we will 

definitely follow the convention, but then the 
Treasury Benches may also remember that 
this following (of a convention should not be a 
one-way traffic. The Treasury Benches should 
also follow the democratic convention. May I 
request that instead of creating such a 
situation, let there be a mutual understanding 
between the Treasury Benches and the 
Opposition? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Goswami, it seems 
to be a little late for you to try to pour oil on 
troubled water. You should have done it 
earlier. Now the Division Bell is ringing and 
at this moment the House shall proceed to 
Division. 

The motion of amendment which is before 
the House is being read by me again. 

The question is: 

"That at the end of the Motion, the 
following be added, namely: — 

'but regret that the Address does not 
take notice of the disturbing attempts to 
engineer defections on a large scale in the 
Assemblies in the States under the non-
Congress (I) governments and even to 
arbitrarily dissolve such assemblies in 
flagrant violation of all federal principles, 
nor does & §ive any assurance that the. 
Government will not in any manner 
encourage, directly or indirectly, such 
attemptg at subverting the Constitution 
and flouting democratic norms and 
standards.'' 

SHRI BUDDHA PRIYA MAURYA: This 
House has no right to censor the Government. 
It is unfortunate, this House has no right to 
censor the Government. 

MR. CHAIRMAN; Mr. Maury a, please 
have a little patience. This House will now 
proceed to mechanical voting. 

The House divided 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Ayes—79; Noes— 75. 

Ayes.. ..79 

AYES 79-

Advani,  Shri Lai K. Alva,  

Shrimati Margaret Amarjit 

Kaur,  Shrimati 

Anand, Shri Jagjit Singh 
Asthana, Shri K.  B. 
Bagaitkar, Shri Sadasiv 
Basheer, Shri T. 
Bhabhra,  Shri Hari Shankar 
Bhagat, Shri Ganpat Hiralal 
Bhandari, Shri Sunder Singh 
Bhattacharjee, Prof.  Sourendra 
Bhola Prasad, Shri 
Bose, Shrimati Pratima 
Chakraborty,  Shri Amarprosad 
Dhabe, Shri S.  W. 
Dinesh Singh, Shri 
Ghose, Shri Sankar 
Gupta,   Shri  Bhupesh 
Gupta, "Shri  Ram  Lakhan  Prasad 
Hashmi, Shri Syed Ahmad 
Imam,  Shrimati Aziza 
Jha, Shri Shiva Chandra 
Joshi, Shri Jagdish 
Joshi,   Shri  Jagannathrao 
Kulkarni, Shri A.  G. 
Kumaran, Shri S. 
Lahane, Shri Motiram Udaybhanji 
Lakhan Singh, Shri 
Madhavan,   Shri K^ K. 
Mahavir, Dr.  Bhai 
Mallick,   Shri  Harekrushna 
Master, Shri "K.  Chathunni 
Mathur,  Shri Jagdish Prasad 
Menon,  Shrimati Leela  Damodara 
Menon,   Shri  Viswanatha 
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Mishra, Shri Kalraj 
Mody,  Shri Piloo 
Mohinder Kaux,  Shrimati 
Mukherjee,   Shrimati  Kanak 
Mukhopadhyay,   Shrimati  Purabi 
Narendra Singh, Shri 
Nigam, Shri Ladli Mohan 
Nizam-ud-Din,  Shri Syed 
Oza,  Shri Ghanshyambhai 
Pant, Shri K.   C. 
Parbhu Singh, Shri 
Parikh, Prof.  Ramlal 
Pattanayak,      Shri Bhabani    Charan 
Pradhan,   Shri  Patitpaban 
Itaj an, Shri Pattiam 
Raju, Shri V. B. 
Ramamurti, Shri P. 
Ray, Shri Rabi 
Reddy,  Shri K.. V.  Raghunatha 
Roy, Shri Kalyan 
Sahaya,  Shri Dayanand 
Saleem,  Shri Mohammad Yunus 
Samad, Shri    Golandaz    Mohammed- 

husain A. Sarup Singh Dr. Sebastian,  
Shri K.   C. Sezhiyan,   Shri Era Shah, 
Shri Viren J. Shahabuddin,  Shri Syed 
Shahi,  Shri Nageshwar Prasad Shanti 
Bhushan,  Shri Sharma, Shri Ajit Kumar 
Sharma,  Shri Yogendra Shastri, Shri 
Bhola Paswan Shastri, Shri Brahmdeo 
Ram Sheikh,  Shri Abdul Rehman 
Siddhu, Dr.  M.  M.  S. Singh, Shri J. K. 
P.  N. Singh,   Shri  Shiva  Nandan 
Sinha, Shri Indradeep Sinha,  Dr.   
Ramkripal Soni,  Shrimati Ambika 
Surendra Mohan, Shr' 

Surjeet, Shri Harkishan Singh Varma, Shri 
Mahadeo Prasad 

NOES—75 
Adivarekar, Shrimati Sushila Shankar

Anjiah, Shri T. 
Antulay, Shri A. R. 
Arif, Shri Mohammed Usman 
Balram Das, Shri 
Banerjee, Shri B. N. 
Bhattacharya, Shri G. C. 
Bhim Raj, Shri 
Chanana, Shri Charanjit 
Chandrasekhar, Shrimati  Maragatham 
Das, Shri Bipinpal 
Dinesh Chandra, Shri Swami 
Dutt, Dr. V. P. 
Dwivedi, Shri Devendra Nath 
Gogoi, Shri Tilok 
Goswami, Shri Dinesh 
Goswami, Shri Sriman Prafulla 
Gowda, Shri U. K. Lakshmana 
Gupta, Shri Gurudev 
Habibullah, Shrimati Hamida 
Jadhav, Shri Pandurang Dharmaji 
Jain, Shri Dharamchand 
Joshi, Shri Krishna Nand 
Joshi( Shrimati Kumudben Manishan- 

kar Kalaniya, Shri Ibrahim Kesri, Shri 
Sitaram Khan, Shri F. M. Khan, Shri 
Khurshed Alam Khaparde, Shrimati Saroj 
Lokesh Chandra, Dr. Lotha, Shri Khyomo 
Mahida, Shri Harisinh Bhagubava Makwana, 
Shri Yogendra Malik, Shri Syed Abdul 
Manhar, Shri Bhagatram Maurya, Shri 
Buddha Pfiya Mehrotra, Shri Prakash Mehta, 
Shri Om Mhaisekar, Shri G. R. Mishra. Shri 
Mahendra Mohan 
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The motion uo&s adopted. 

MESSAGES FROM THE LOK SABHA 

I. The Government of XJnjon    Territories  
(Amendment) Bill, 1980. 

II. The Contingency Fund of India 
(Amendment) Bill, 1980. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There are two messages 
from the Lok Sabha. The Secretary-General is 
called upon to report the messages. 

SECRETARY-GENERAL: Sir, I beg to 
report to the House the following messages 
received from the Lok Sabha, signed by the 
Secretary of the Lok Sabha:_ 

(I) 

"In accordance with the provisions of rule 
96 of the Rules of Procedure and conduct of 
Business in Lok Sabha, I am directed to 
enclose herewith the Government of Union 
Territories (Amendment) Bill, 1980 as 
passed by Lok Sabha at its sitting held on 
the 30th January, 1980." 


